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ABSTRACT
With the rapid proliferation of cloud computing, more and more network services and
applications are deployed on cloud data centers. Their energy consumption and green
house gas emissions have significantly increased. Some efforts have been made to control
and lower energy consumption of data centers such as, proportional energy consuming
hardware, dynamic provisioning, and virtualization machine techniques. However, it is
still common that many servers and network resources are often underutilized, and idle
servers spend a large portion of their peak power consumption.
Network virtualization and resource sharing have been employed to improve ener-
gy efficiency of data centers by aggregating workload to a few physical nodes and switch
the idle nodes to sleep mode. Especially, with the advent of live migration, a virtual node
can be moved from one physical node to another physical node without service disrup-
tion. It is possible to save more energy by shrinking virtual nodes to a small set of physical
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nodes and turning the idle nodes to sleep mode when the service workload is low, and ex-
panding virtual nodes to a large set of physical nodes to satisfy QoS requirements when
the service workload is high. When the service provider explicates the desired virtual
network including a specific topology, and a set of virtual nodes with certain resource
demands, the infrastructure provider computes how the given virtual network is embed-
ded to its operated data centers with minimum energy consumption. When the service
provider only gives some description about the network service and the desired QoS re-
quirements, the infrastructure provider has more freedom on how to allocate resources for
the network service.
For the first problem, we consider the evolving workload of the virtual networks
or virtual applications and residual resources in data centers, and build a novel model of
energy efficient virtual network embedding (EE-VNE) in order to minimize energy usage
in the physical network consists of multiple data centers. In this model, both operation
cost for executing network services’ task and migration cost for the live migrations of
virtual nodes are counted toward the total energy consumption. In addition, rather than
random generated physical network topology, we use practical assumption about physical
network topology in our model.
Due to the NP-hardness of the proposed model, we develop a heuristic algorithm
for virtual network scheduling and mapping. In doing so, we specifically take the expected
energy consumption at different times, virtual network operation and future migration
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costs, and a data center architecture into consideration. Our extensive evaluation results
show that our algorithm could reduce energy consumption up to 40% and take up to a 57%
higher number of virtual network requests over other existing virtual mapping schemes.
However, through comparison with CPLEX based exact algorithm, we identify
that there is still a gap between the heuristic solution and the optimal solution. Therefore,
after investigation other solutions, we convert the origin EE-VNE problem to an Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) problem by building the construction model and presenting
the transition probability formula. Then, ACO based algorithm has been adapted to solve
the ACO-EE-VNE problem. In addition, we reduce the space complexity of ACO-EE-
VNE by developing a novel way to track and update the pheromone.
For the second problem, we design a framework to dynamically allocate resources
for a network service by employing container based virtual nodes. In the framework, each
network service would have a pallet container and a set of execution containers. The pal-
let container requests resource based on certain strategy, creates execution containers with
assigned resources and manage the life cycle of the containers; while the execution con-
tainers execute the assigned job for the network service. Formulations are presented to
optimize resource usage efficiency and save energy consumption for network services
with dynamic workload, and a heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the optimization
problem. Our numerical results show that container based resource allocation provides
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more flexible and saves more cost than virtual service deployment with fixed virtual ma-
chines and demands.
In addition, we study the content distribution problem with joint optimization goal
and varied size of contents in cloud storage. Previous research on content distribution
mainly focuses on reducing latency experienced by content customers. A few recent s-
tudies address the issue of bandwidth usage in CDNs, as the bandwidth consumption is
an important issue due to its relevance to the cost of content providers. However, few
researches consider both bandwidth consumption and delay performance for the content
providers that use cloud storages with limited budgets, which is the focus of this study. We
develop an efficient light-weight approximation algorithm toward the joint optimization
problem of content placement. We also conduct the analysis of its theoretical complex-
ities. The performance bound of the proposed approximation algorithm exhibits a much
better worst case than those in previous studies. We further extend the approximate al-
gorithm into a distributed version that allows it to promptly react to dynamic changes in
users’ interests. The extensive results from both simulations and Planetlab experiments
exhibit that the performance is near optimal for most of the practical conditions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
As the supporting infrastructure of cloud computing services, data centers are
rapidly proliferate in recent years. Nowadays, these data centers (DC) are used to deploy
large portion of network services and provide large volumes of cost-efficient resources,
such as virtual storage (Amazon S3 [5], Dropbox [37]), virtual platform and development
tools (Microsoft Azure [100], Google Cloud Platform [91], Amazon EC2 [39]), business
applications (Salesforce [97], Workday [121]). It is reported that there were more than
500,000 DCs around the world as of December 2011 [104].
With the fast growth of DCs and services deployed on them, more and more energy
has been consumed for DC operating and maintainable. In 2010, between 1.1% and 1.5%
of the worldwide total electricity usage was consumed by DCs [70], and their energy
costs in the US doubled from 28 billion kWh to 61 billion kWh in six years, according
to [1]. In addition, the large energy consumption of DCs not only increases the cost of DC
operators, but also impacts our environment through carbon dioxide emission. In 2008,
the carbon dioxide emission by global DCs took up to 0.3% of global carbon dioxide
emission that was more than some countries, such as Argentina and Netherland [68].
This number is expected to be double in 2020 [117].
Efforts have been made for reducing DC carbon footprint from various aspects
in order to save cost and protect environments. Companies, e.g., Google and Facebook
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Figure 1: PUE data for all large-scale Google data centers [116]
are greening their DCs through reducing power usage for cooling and other facilities
and utilizing renewable energy [51, 83]. Now their DCs have a relatively small Power
Utilization Effectiveness (PUE), approximately 1.12 [51,83]. Figure 1 [116] presents that
Google improves the PUE of all their large scale data centers. On the other hand, the low
PUE means most energy is used for computing that drives us to control computing energy
consumption as well.
1.1 Data Centers Energy Efficiency
The power consumed for DCs mainly from three components, the computing pow-
er usage, e.g., servers, switches, storage, supporting power usage, e.g., cooling, lighting,
office use, and power transfer losses. Figure 2 [116] shows the power consumption ele-
ments that are considered in Google PUE measurement.
To describe the energy efficiency of DCs, power usage effectiveness is measured
2
Figure 2: Power consumption elements considered by Google in their power measurement
[116]
by:
PUE =
Total DC Power Consumption
IT Equipment Power Consumption
(1.1)
The global average self-reported DC PUE is approximate 1.7, according to Uptime Insti-
tute’s 2014 Data Center Survey [106]. Compared with private DCs, public DCs usually
have a low PUE. Four approaches suggested by Google [51] to improve PUE include
managing airflow [16, 81], adjusting the thermostat [14, 64], using free cooling [73, 131],
and optimizing power distribution [95]. Through these approaches, Google improves their
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PUE from 1.23 in 2008 to 1.12 in 2015 [116]. Now, computing energy consumption in
DCs overweight energy consumption by all the other DC components. In this disserta-
tion, we focus on minimizing the power consumption for computing, especially the CPU
power consumption and network link power consumption.
1.2 Server Power Usage
Table 1: Component Peak Power Breakdown for a Typical Server [43]
Component Peak Power Count Total
CPU 40 W 2 80 W
Memory 9 W 4 36 W
Disk 12 W 1 12 W
PCI slots 25 W 2 50 W
Motherboard 25W 1 25 W
Fan 10 W 1 10 W
System Total 213 W
Servers power consumption comes frommultiple components such as CPU, mem-
ory, disk and so on. Fan et al. analyzed the power usages of a server in [43]. As shown in
Table 1 [43], server power utilization is dominated by CPU and memory power usage, but
power consumed by miscellaneous items, e.g., PCI slots, motherboard becomes signifi-
cant when the workload of the server drops. With energy proportional computing [49],
voltage or frequency can be adjusted according to a CPU workload, so that machines with
less jobs consume less energy. Then, power management techniques can control power
assignments to ensure that machines with light loads consume less power, while machines
with heavy loads obtain enough power. However, when a server is completely idle without
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doing any work, it may still consume up to 50% to 70% of its peak power [13,127]. This
’baseline power’ cannot be eliminated unless the server is turned off [27]. ’Operation
cost’ and ’operation energy consumption’ are used to describe the power consumption
for real utilization. The operation cost is approximately linear increased as the workload
rises [13, 127]. On the other hand, majority servers in DCs is under utilization. Servers
in DCs typically operate at 10%  50% of their maximum capacity most of time [43].
These large amount of under utilized servers decrease the energy efficiency because of
the baseline power consumption.
1.3 Network Service Workload Variance
Traffic and workload of most network services are highly fluctuated related to
human activities [8,50,69]. The huge differences between the peak workload and the off-
peak workload of network services add the difficulties to provision resources for the ser-
vice in advance. To guarantee Service Level Agreement (SLA), the provisioned resources
should be enough to support the peak workload of the service. When the resources are
statically provisioned based on the peak workload, a portion of resources would be idle
when the workload of the service becomes low. As stated in Section 1.2, servers under
utilization waste large amounts of energy.
A good news is that some traffic and workload are with patterns and could be
predicted in a large time scale, such as day/night and weekday/weekend [89, 92, 98]. For
example, both daily pattern and weekly pattern have been identified for PhoneFactor ser-
vice in [92] and Youtube in [50]. In these studies, day time and weekdays have more
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traffic and heavier workload compared with midnight to early morning and weekends.
Driven by the observations, resource could be dynamic provisioned based on the pred-
icated demand workload at a planned time, so that the idle resources can be shared by
other services or switched to sleep mode.
1.4 Virtualization Techniques
As the main enabling technology for cloud computing, virtualization support-
s multi-tenant users to share computing, storage, and networking resources. Focusing
on sizeable data centers (DCs), traditional virtualization technologies are mainly for com-
puting and storage resources. However, as DCs for cloud computing rapidly grow in
numbers and geographically dispersed DCs are interconnected, network resource virtual-
ization technology becomes one of the most promising technologies for leveraging the full
potential of cloud computing. Using virtual servers and sharing the same physical servers
significantly cut off the operation cost, power consumption, carbon emission compared
with locally hosted dedicated servers [9]. Also, live migration of virtual machines [115]
allows for demanded virtual resources to be consolidated in a physical network conserv-
ing DC energy consumption.
To enable resource sharing without impacting other virtual servers sitting in the
same physical server, various virtualization techniques are developed for different pur-
poses. Basically, currently used virtualization techniques could be categorized as: full
virtualization, paravirtualization, hardware-assested virtualization and OS-level virtual-
ization.
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Full virtualization fully simulates the underlaying hardware. In full virtualization,
binary translation is used to trap and to virtualize instructions between the virtual hard-
ware and the host computer’s hardware. Binary translation incurs a large overhead, so
that the performance of full virtualization may not be good. However, guest OS could be
directly embedded without any modification. Examples of full virtualization are VMWare
ESXi [40] and Microsoft Virtual Server [99].
Paravirtualization cannot directly embedded a guest OS without any modification.
A thin layer named Hypervisor provides API for the communication between the guest
OS and hardware. Compared with full virtualization, paravirtualization has a better per-
formance with a lower overhead, but is harder to be implemented since the guest OS need
to be tailored to run on the Hypervisor. Example of paravirtualization is Xen [85].
Hardware-assested virtualization is a type of full virtualization. In stead of binary
translation and paravirtualization, hardware handles privileged and sensitive calls that
automatically trapped to Hypervisor. Examples of hardware-assested virtualization are
Linux KVM [79], VirtualBox [20].
OS-level virtualization or container-based virtualization is an alternative to Hy-
pervisor based virtualization techniques. They are based on Linux container [102] and
provide superior system efficiency and isolation. Unlike Hypervisor based virtualization,
container based virtualization does not need to simulate the entire guest OS, but works as
a thread. Therefore, container based VMs are light weighted, and could be fast deployed
and migrated between different locations. One of management tool of container based
virtualization, named Docker [35] is widely recognized and adopted in many companies
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as well. The advent of container based virtualization and the related management tool-
s offer a great opportunity to further improve energy efficiency and reduce cost in data
centers.
(a) Bare-metal Virtualization (b) Hosted Virtualization
(c) Container-based Virtualization
Figure 3: Architecture of three types of virtualization techniques
As shown in Figures 3, container-based virtualization does not build the guest OS,
but only adds necessary bins and libraries to support the applications, while guest OS
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is deployed for Hypervisor based OS. In addition, in container-based virtualization, an
engine is used to coordinate among multiple containers, while Hypervisor is employed
for isolation and resource mapping.
1.5 Network Virtualization
Besides vitualization of servers, network virtualization has been studied and de-
veloped for different purposes. For example, virtual networks are utilized to adopt new
protocols or techniques for academic usage. In addition, they are employed to support
multi-tenant environments for cloud computing and widely spread data centers. By al-
lowing resource sharing, virtual networks saves a lot for service providers comparing
with traditional dedicated DCs.
Various techniques have been developed to provision virtual resources, create and
maintain virtual networks, including Virtual Local Area Networks(VLAN), Virtual Pri-
vate Networks(VPN), Overlay Networks, and Programmable Networks.
VLAN partitions ports on switches so that network traffic through tagging pack-
ets on hosts. It enables host grouping even if the hosts are not under the same switch.
Furthermore, it is flexible to migrate one host from one virtual network to another one by
simply changing its VLAN identifier.
VPN assists the construction of logical private networks over public network in-
frastructure by establishing virtual end-to-end connections using tunnelling. VPN can
be implemented at different network layer (layer 1, layer 2 and layer 3) using various
techniques.
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Overlay networks are built on top of other networks. In overlay networks, hosts
are connected through logical links or tunnels, e.g., GRE tunnels, L2TP tunnels. Overlay
networks typically are implemented at the application layer. Examples of overlay net-
works applications include most peer to peer protocols, such as Gnutella, Tor, content
delivery networks, and real time media flow protocol. Note that VPNs can be categorized
as overlay networks.
Programmable networks are networks in which their network devices behavior
and flow control are handled independently by software rather than network hardware.
Especially software defined networks separate data plane and control plane through mov-
ing routing function from network router to controllers. By using SDN infrastructures,
network operators have a freedom in choosing the optimal physical servers and physical
paths to support virtual nodes and virtual links without interfering other network services
or functions.
Existing work, such as [38] that built FlowN, a VNE prototype on NOXOpenFlow
controller, and [96] that proposed VNE architecture using BGP configurations and Open-
Flow 1.3 switches, gives some guideline in implementing VNE using SDN architecture
and infrastructures.
Table 2: Network Virtualization Implementation Techniques Comparison
Technique Name Implementation Layer
VLAN Link layer
VPN Physical layer, link layer, network layer
Overlay networks Application layer
Programmable networks Network layer
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1.6 Scope and Contribution of this Dissertation
This dissertation focuses improving the efficiency of cloud data centers by devel-
oping resource allocation algorithms for two different service requirements. When the
service provider explicates the desired virtual network including a specific topology, and
a set of virtual nodes with certain resource demands, the infrastructure provider computes
how the given virtual network is embedded to its operated data centers with minimum
energy consumption. We consider the evolving workload of the virtual networks or virtu-
al applications and residual resources in data centers, and build a novel model of energy
efficient virtual network embedding (EE-VNE) in order to minimize energy usage in the
physical network consists of multiple data centers. In this model, both operation cost
for executing network services’ task and migration cost for the live migrations of virtual
nodes are counted toward the total energy consumption. Two algorithms are developed
towards this optimization problem.
The other is when the service provider only gives some description about the net-
work service and the desired QoS requirements, the infrastructure provider has more free-
dom on how to allocate resources for the network service. We design a framework to
dynamically allocate resources for a network service by employing container based vir-
tual nodes. In the framework, each network service would have a pallet container and
a set of execution containers. The pallet container requests resource based on certain s-
trategy, creates execution containers with assigned resources and manage the life cycle of
the containers; while the execution containers execute the assigned job for the network
service.
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In addition, the joint optimization for content placement problem has been studied
to minimize the traffic from content to the final content users without increasing their
experienced latency.
The main contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows:
1) We formulate the problem of virtual network embedding that incorporates energy
costs of operation and migration for nodes and links that is non-linear. To solve this
problem, we introduce a technique to transform it to a linear programming problem
with additional constraints. After proving the NP-hardness of this problem, we de-
velop a heuristic algorithm named Topology and Migration-Aware Energy Efficient
Virtual Network Embedding (TMAE-VNE) to minimize the energy consumption
caused by both operation and future migration. This work is initially published
in [56], and later extended to a journal paper [58].
2) To achieve a better solution of EE-VNE problem, we propose a novel ACO based
topology migration-aware EE-VNE algorithm (ACO-EE-VNE) to minimize the en-
ergy consumption caused by both operation and migration. We develop a novel
pheromone update and track scheme in the ACO algorithm, so that the space com-
plexity of the ACO algorithm is substantially reduced. This work has been pub-
lished in [59]
3) We introduce the framework for container based dynamic resource allocation mech-
anism. In this framework, service providers specify their demands from service
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level rather than infrastructure level. Physical resources would be dynamically pro-
visioned based on current workload of each network service/application. We for-
mulate the dynamic resource allocation problem as an optimization problem and
convert it as a linear programming problem and develop an efficient and scalable
algorithm to solve the dynamic resource allocation problem that could be applied
to large scale resource pools.
4) We formulate the joint traffic-latency optimization problem, and prove its NP-
completeness. We then develop an efficient light-weight approximation algorithm,
named Traffic-Latency-Minimization (TLM) algorithm, to solve the optimization
problem with theoretical provable upper bound for its performance. To limit the
frequency of updates to the origin server with local changes such as users interest-
s shift, we also extend our TLM algorithm in a distributed manner. We provide
the theoretical analysis for time complexity and space complexity of the TLM al-
gorithm. This work is initially published in [54], and extended to a journal paper
in [55].
1.7 Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we review
related work about optimization in virtual network embedding and resource allocation in
cloud data centers. Chapter 3 addresses the energy efficient virtual network embedding
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problem with evolving demands and physical resources. Chapter 4 presents how an Ant-
Colony-Optimization based algorithm is developed and applied to solve the energy effi-
cient virtual network embedding problem. Chapter 5 proposes a container based resource
allocation framework with a scalable resource allocation algorithm. In Chapter 6, we i-
dentify traffic-latency optimization problem in content delivery networks and solve it with
practical solutions. Finally, we summarize and conclude the dissertation and introduce the
future work in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
With network virtualization techniques, adopting a new technique or protocol is
much easier [32]. Vendors or infrastructure providers (InPs) do not need to purchase new
equipment to update or deploy new techniques or protocols. An existing network could be
flexibly expanded without involving much configuration work. In addition, network vir-
tualization allows a physical network to be shared and divided into several isolated virtual
networks (VNs) that consist of virtual machines (VMs) and their specified connectivities.
Each VN serves a different group of users with different requirements of computing, stor-
age, and network resources. Small institutions could have an economic option by renting
VNs from an infrastructure provider rather than building and maintaining their private
networks. Therefore, due to its benefits, network virtualization has been highlighted and
studied from many aspects, such as resource discovery [53], admission control [94], re-
source scheduling [12], security issues [82], and resource allocation that is also known as
virtual network embedding (VNE) [31, 66, 77, 130, 132].
In this chapter, we first investigate existing work about network virtualization, and
resource allocation, then we briefly discuss about content distribution optimization that
assigns storage resources to content delivery services and determines content placement
in cloud.
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2.1 Virtual Network Embedding (VNE)
Network virtualization allows physical nodes and links to be shared by multiple
VNs. It improves the physical resource usage efficiency, reduces the cost for service
providers, and simplifies the update and deployment of new techniques or protocols [32].
As one of the essential problems in the network virtualization area, VNE has been wide-
ly studied to achieve different goals [47]. It maps VNs coming over time to a physical
network. In a real application, an InP receives a set of VN requests from the Service
Providers (SP). Each VN asks for slices of resources, including computational and net-
work resources, to provide value-added services, such as video on demand and voice-
over-IP. By properly embedding the VNs, certain optimization goals are expected to be
achieved without violating resource limitations.
Various VNE models have been proposed with different optimization goals or
constraints. Many schemes aim to increase the VN acceptance ratio that is the number
of successfully mapped VN requests to the number of total VN requests [33], or balance
the workload on physical nodes or links [132]. [33] modeled the VNE problem with a
specified location preference of the virtual nodes as a mixed integer programming prob-
lem and presented a deterministic algorithm as well as a random algorithm to solve the
problem. [132] designed an algorithm that identifies the physical node or links with max
stress and balances the workload of those nodes or links through reconfiguration.
In all of the above mentioned research, VNE has been completed in two stages.
In the first stage, all the virtual nodes have been mapped to physical nodes that satisfy
the desired demands; while in the second stage, the algorithms compute a proper physical
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path for each virtual link in the virtual network. It is possible that a feasible mapping
cannot be found for a virtual link, since the link capacities are not considered during
the mapping of the virtual nodes. In this case, the above mentioned algorithms have to
be backtracked to the first stage and map the virtual node again, which could be time
consuming.
To improve the mapping efficiency, one-stage VNE algorithms have been pro-
posed where the related virtual links are mapped right after mapping a virtual node
[29, 62, 77, 87, 111]. In [62], constraints on delay, routing, and location were taken into
consideration in the VNE problem, and the multicommodity flow integer linear program
is used to solve the improved model. Trinh, T. et al. [111] tried to increase the profit of the
infrastructure provider and save the cost of subscribers by applying a careful overbook-
ing concept. The topology of the physical networks and virtual networks are modeled
as a directed graph in [77], and the authors present a heuristic VNE algorithm that maps
nodes and links at the same stage based on the subgraph isomorphism. [29] is inspired
by Google’s PageRank algorithm. It argued that virtual network topologies and virtual
nodes’ positions have a significant impact on VNE’s efficiency and acceptance ratio. Vir-
tual optical networks mapping to an optical network substrate was studied in [87]. The
authors formulated the problem as integer linear programming formulations and designed
a greedy randomized algorithm to solve it. [48] proposed a pre-cluster method to parti-
tion a virtual network into clusters. In this method, multiple virtual nodes within one VN
are mapped to the same physical node if there are enough available resources, so that the
traffic inside a VN could be minimized.
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In [124], evolving VNs and physical networks are investigated. The authors also
suggested migrating embedded virtual nodes or virtual links to accommodate more VN
requests. Driven by this observation, [22] tried to minimize the VNE cost when the sub-
strate network evolves. They compared the cost differences between re-embedding the
virtual nodes or virtual links and migrating them. They solved the proposed problem with
a heuristic algorithm. The purpose of [42] is to minimize the reconfiguration cost and bal-
ancing the physical link workload. A virtual node or link lying on a congestion physical
link would be migrated to another physical node or link. The evolvement or changes of a
virtual network are random and unexpected in [22, 42, 124].
In practice, however, many changes of VNworkloads are periodic due to day/night
time zone effects or weekend effects [109, 120, 128] and can be fairly well predicted [89,
98]. Meanwhile, making the data center energy efficient and protecting the environment
attracts much attention. VNE targeting energy efficiency has been recognized and studied
in [6,19,46]. Botero, J.F. et al. [19] saved the energy consumption by reducing the number
of inactive physical nodes and physical links. Fischer, A. et al. [46] described the way
to modify existing VNE algorithms towards energy efficiency without maintaining their
other performance by considering energy as a factor when mapping. Energy efficiency is
also considered in [6] that partitions and embeds virtual DCs to the substrate network that
consists of multiple DCs, so that the inter DC traffic can be reduced and DCs with relative
low PUE are used. The migration of virtual nodes and links have not been performed in
[6, 19, 46], which would lead to a lower acceptance ratio compared with VNE algorithms
that allow migration. In addition, in both [19] and [46], multiple virtual nodes from the
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same VN could be consolidated on the same physical node to save energy; however, this
may impact the resilience of the virtual networks. On the other hand, in our model, virtual
nodes in the same VN are ensured to be mapped to different physical nodes for resilience
consideration.
The above mentioned existing work has been summarized and compared in Ta-
ble 3. All of the aforementioned work only targets a snapshot optimization where the
resource limitations and demand requirements are considered at one time. Differing from
these existing VNE solutions, our work is unique in that we holistically aim to optimize
the energy efficiency of VNE over the entire life cycle of virtual networks. We achieve
this goal by not only considering the embedding for the current moment but also schedul-
ing possible migrations for the future at the time we map a virtual network. Thus, we
can successfully minimize operation energy costs as well as possible migration costs. In
addition, most previous work models the physical network as a graph with an arbitrary
topology. This is not precise to describe intra DC networks that are usually organized in a
hierarchical topology. We consider the practical topology of physical networks in the real
world. In our model, a physical network may consist of multiple DCs, and the network
inside each DC is hierarchical.
2.2 Meta-Heuristic Algorithms in VNE Optimization
In the above mentioned work, heuristic algorithms are developed in [6, 46] to-
wards different optimization objectives, while [19] utilized CPLEX or GPLK based exact
algorithms to solve their proposed optimization problems. CPLEX or GPLK based exact
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Table 3: Comparison of VNE Studies
Stage Static or
Dynamic
Objective Algorithm
[33] Two Static Increase acceptance ratio Heuristic
[132] Two Dynamic Balance load Heuristic
[62] One Static Minimize cost MILP
[111] One Static Increase profit and reduce cost MILP
[77] One Static Minimize cost Heuristic
[29] One Static Maximize revenue Heuristic
[87] One Static Minimize cost Heuristic
[124] Two Dynamic Increase profit and reduce cost Heuristic
[22] One Dynamic Minimize cost Heuristic
[42] One Dynamic Minimize reconfiguration cost and
balance workload
Heuristic
[19] Two Static Minimize energy consumption Heuristic
[46] One or Two Static Minimize energy consumption Heuristic
[6] One Static Minimize energy consumption Heuristic
algorithms are expected to achieve the optimal solutions for the small scale of the prob-
lem. However, the time consumed by these exact algorithms increase significantly as the
problem size grows. On the other hand, heuristic algorithms run in polynomial time, but
can only search in a very limited solution space, resulting in a relative low quality of the
solution compared with the solutions obtained by the exact algorithms.
Heuristic algorithms are developed in [6,46] towards different optimization objec-
tives, while Botero [19] utilized a mixed integer programmer solver based exact algorithm
to solve their proposed optimization problems. Exact algorithms can achieve the optimal
solutions in small scales but are time consuming, especially when the problem size ex-
pands; while heuristic algorithms run in polynomial time but cannot approach the optimal
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solutions in large scale problems.
Meta-heuristic algorithm offers new methods of solving large scale NP-hard op-
timization problems. It is usually inspired by natural biological behavior and includes
probabilistic global searching based on evolutions and iterative operations. As a repre-
sentative meta-heuristic algorithm, ACO has been utilized in various large scale NP-hard
combinatorial optimization problems, e.g., [114]. In [23,41], ACO has been applied to the
VNE problem to minimize the cost of VNE. They proved that the ACO based algorithm
achieve a better performance than some existing heuristic algorithms. Chang et al. [26]
aimed to minimize the energy consumption of migration using ACO based algorithm.
However, they only considered the energy consumption in one time snapshot while we
minimize the energy consumption in the VN’s entire life cycle. However, [41] focuses
on reducing the cost of physical links, while we want to improve the energy efficiency
considering both the node energy consumption as well as link energy consumption. In
addition, we minimize the energy efficiency of the entire life cycle of virtual network
requests rather than in different time snapshots as in [6, 19, 46]. By doing this, the total
energy consumption could be further saved; however, the hardness and the scale of the
problem is increased as well. In our previous work [56], a heuristic algorithm was pro-
posed that reduced the energy consumption and improved the acceptance ratio compared
with the existing algorithms. However, as most other heuristic algorithms, it has a low
approximation ratio and is inadequate in facing a large solution space.
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2.3 Resource Allocation
To save the cost on building and maintaining a private data center, service provider-
s move their service and data to cloud infrastructure providers. To further save cost and
improve efficiency, dynamic scaling of resource management for web application and
big data computing have been studied, such as [78, 118]. Jobs are dispatched to specific
servers with web application or hadoop running in that system. Applications are organized
in a multi-tier structure and tasks are distributed through a front-end dispatcher [122].
To provider more complicated services/applications, e.g. game hosting, resources
are required to be allocated in application level. [122] targeted energy efficient resource
allocation at VM level. By embedding and migration the entire VMs, [122] improve
energy efficiency for applications that require specific environment setting. In addition,
VN level resource allocation has been studied for different objectives, such as increasing
acceptance ratio, improving energy efficiency [57,58]. In these virtual machine or virtual
network embedding studies, they all based on VM technologies that isolate VMs at the
hardware abstraction layer, e.g., using Hypervisor based virtualization.
As an alternative of hypervisor based virtualization, container based virtualization
has been proposed in [102], and attracts many attentions in recent years. As a management
tool of container based virtualization, [35] has been recognized and widely used to deploy
many network services. [91, 100] also start to support container based virtualization in
their cloud services. Due to its light weight size, prompt deployment and shipping [44],
with container based VM, it is possible to have an application level adaptive resource
allocation mechanism.
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However, current hypervisor VM placement models and mechanisms assume 1)
physical resources are strictly allocated for each VM, 2) the amount of VM and capacity
of VM are static. While, in container based virtualization, 1) resource could be shared
based on their priority, e.g. in docker [35], 2) dynamic change the number and capac-
ity of containers, 3) the size of containers could be different based on environments of
physical machines. Considering the different requirements, a novel framework and theo-
retical model are necessary for building an adaptive resource allocation mechanism using
container based virtualiztion techniques.
2.4 Optimal Content Distribution
Content distribution algorithms aim to optimize the system performance with lim-
ited resources expressed in various metrics. It is worth noting that those content distribu-
tion techniques can be based on a P2P structure as well as on a server/client structure. [60]
investigated content distribution techniques in both CDNs and P2P networks that are u-
tilized to decrease the traffic load in backbone networks or to optimize content users’
experience by shorter end-to-end paths and delays. The motivations of existing content
distribution techniques based on CDNs or P2P networks range from improving final user-
s’ experience to compressing access cost such as link traffic. Based on the differences
on the motivations, most of the content distribution algorithms could be categorized as
’Latency-Minimization’ (LM) and ’Traffic-Minimization’ (TM).
LM algorithms mainly focus on the optimization of the total communication delay
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from servers to clients, which is the performance perceived by clients. The average num-
ber of autonomous systems (ASes) has been utilized to indicate latency incurred in CDNs
in [67]. The authors of [67] also proposed heuristic algorithms to minimize the average
number of ASes traveled for requests. [10,11,71] attempted to reduce clients’ access costs
for retrieving contents from peers or within the access network. The access cost is related
to the distance between content users and replicas [10, 71], or it can be a general concept
involving all the costs to complete content transmissions [11]. In addition to the commu-
nication and access latency, the computational cost is studied and reduced using clustering
algorithms in [28]. The authors in [30] studied the download latency under a competitive
P2P environment, where source peers have a limited capacity of parallel connections.
They attempted to achieve minimum download time by dynamically changing the source
set of peers under a pull-based model. Similar schemes are employed in grid computing
including where distributed resources are shared through a high speed network. In [15],
data are replicated in nearby caches to final user rather than distant source to reduce data
transmission time. In [110], LSAM proxy multicast push web pages to affinity groups
for aggregated requests to offload the central server and backbone networks. Moreover,
efficient prefetching algorithms are designed in [34,93] to indicate the most probable disk
blocks and push those blocks to user nodes in advance in order to speed up data access.
TM algorithms are designed to lower the traffic volume consumed for contents
delivery, so to cut down the expenditure for cloud services. In [4], the authors saved the
traffic cost through considering the router level and AS level topologies and utilizing mul-
ticast streams. Recently, [18] addressed the issue of reducing the traffic volume for large
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videos in CDNs. They developed heuristic algorithms for specific topologies by using
cache clusters, assuming many system parameters were constant. The study in [61] adopt-
ed various forms of local connectivity and storage for multimedia delivery in a neighbor
assisted system to reduce access link traffic. [65] studied the influence of server alloca-
tion in ISP-operated CDNs to the transmission bandwidth consumption and suggested the
properties of nodes’ topological locations that impact cache placement effectiveness in
multiple network topologies. Unified linear programming is utilized to optimal content
placement under multiple constraints in [74]. A matrix based k-means clustering strategy
is proposed in [125] to reduce total data movement in scientific cloud workflows. This
is where the replication and distribution are constrained by enforcement policies, such as
some scientific data are restricted from moving.
Other than the LM and TM algorithms, a few recent works focus on content
delivery problems over cloud-based storage. [119] decreased the storage cost by calcu-
lating and maintaining a minimal number of replicas under certain availability require-
ments. [24, 101] tried to optimize the content providers’ investment by content delivery
over multiple cloud storage providers. [21, 76] designed and implemented frameworks
to assist replica placement over cloud storage services, in order to make it possible to
optimal content delivery over cloud under diversity requirements.
Our work differs from the previous LM and TM algorithms that we collectively
consider content providers’ expenditures on traffic volume over cloud storage and content
users’ experiences. Our aim is to address the optimization problem of traffic consumption
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and latency for large and diverse sizes of contents by a push-pull hybrid content distri-
bution strategy, where push means replicating objects on certain servers in advance, and
pull means only delivering contents that are requested by the content users.
The push-pull strategy has been implemented for content distribution earlier. [129]
analyzed a P2P pull-based streaming protocol to understand the fundamental limitations
and design an effective protocol to achieve better throughput. [45] investigated theoretic
bounds for pull-based protocol under a mesh network and explained the performance
gap. The push-pull strategy is also utilized in data aggregation fields to minimize global
communication cost in [25]. However, those push and pull hybrid protocols are designed
for P2P networks or sensor networks without considering the storage of nodes. Therefore,
they are not suitable for content distribution over cloud storage where the storage space
impacts the content providers investment.
We focus on the environments of cloud based content delivery where the content
placement can be actively controlled considering traffic volume while the latency can be
controlled under storage constraints. We develop an efficient light-weight approximation
algorithm with a provable performance bound, and time and space complexity analy-
sis. We further design a distributed version of the algorithm in which proxy servers can
determine object distribution by exchanging local information without requiring global
knowledge.
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CHAPTER 3
ENERGY EFFICIENT VIRTUAL NETWORK EMBEDDING FOR GREEN DATA
CENTERS USING DATA CENTER TOPOLOGY AND FUTURE MIGRATION
In this Chapter, we study energy efficient virtual network embedding considering
practical DC topologies and future migration. Unlike existing work, we focus on improv-
ing energy efficiency of virtual network embedding through planning future migration as
well as initial embedding.
By migrating some virtual nodes or links to other physical nodes or links at a
planned time based on predicated VN workloads, idle servers and network elements can
be turned off to save energy. Figure 4 depicts an example where two VNs from cloud
customers A and B are embedded onto two physical DCs during the day time due to
their resource needs. At night, however, the smaller workloads permit the infrastructure
provider to combine them onto one DC or rack saving the operating costs of servers
and switches. For example, web servers could run on multiple physical servers during
the busy hours to ensure the performance but aggregated to a less number of physical
servers at night so that some idle physical servers could be turned off to save energy. This
motivates us to design a VNE scheme that saves energy and supports energy efficient DCs
by aggregating the workload to a less number of servers and turning off idle servers.
Furthermore, in most existing VNE schemes, the physical networks to embed VN
requests are modeled with random graphs. DCs are, however, typically organized in a
hierarchical fat tree architecture, as depicted in Figure 5. We consider this hierarchical
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(a) A VNE in Green DC during day time
(b) A VNE in Green DC during night time
Figure 4: An example of VNE for green DCs
structure when modeling the VNE problem, so that VN embedding can minimize the en-
ergy consumption used by intermediate switches as well as servers, as shown in Figure 6.
We build a novel model of virtual network embedding in order to minimize energy usage
in data centers for both computing and network resources by taking practical factors into
consideration.
The main contributions of the chapter are as follows.
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Figure 5: A typical hierarchical fat tree data center architecture
Figure 6: Topology awareness reduces energy consumption (right)
 We formulate the problem of virtual network embedding that incorporates energy
costs of operation and migration for nodes and links that is non-linear. To solve this
problem, we introduce a technique to transform it to a linear programming problem
with additional constraints.
 After proving the NP-hardness of this problem, we develop a heuristic algorithm
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named Topology and Migration-Aware Energy Efficient Virtual Network Embed-
ding (TMAE-VNE) to minimize the energy consumption caused by both operation
and future migration. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to opti-
mize energy consumption over the VN’s entire life cycle, considering time varying
resource demands of virtual network requirements. In addition, we consider a prac-
tical intra-DC architecture to further improve energy efficiency.
 We conduct extensive evaluations and comparisons with two state-of-the-art algo-
rithms using various inter-DC topologies. The results show that the proposed algo-
rithm substantially saves energy consumption and allows high acceptance ratios.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We formally model the
VNE problem with dynamic VN requests, physical nodes with sleep/awake modes, and
realistic DC network topologies in Section 3.1. The proposed algorithm is described
in Section 3.2. A motivating example is discussed in Section 3.3. The performance
evaluations and comparisons of the proposed algorithm with existing algorithms using
multiple DC topologies are presented in Section 3.4. The concluding remarks of this
chapter are given in Section 3.5.
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3.1 Problem Formulation
Table 4: Notations Used
Notation Explanation
Gp(Np; Lp) A physical network with a set of physical nodes Np
and a set of physical links Lp
Gv(N v; Lv) A virtual network with a set of virtual nodes N v and
a set of virtual links Lv
Gpinter A physical network that connects data centers
Lpinter A set of inter-DC physical links
D The number of DCs
cp(i) Total computational resources of a physical node i
cp(i; t) Available computational resources of a physical node i
at time t
cv(u; t) The desired computational resources to embed the
virtual node u at time t
wp(i; j) weight of physical link (i; j)
bp(i; j) Total bandwidth resources of the physical link
between i and j
bp(i; j; t) Available bandwidth resources of the physical link
between i and j at time t
bv(u;w; t) Desired bandwidth to map the virtual link between u
and w at time t
Ebase(i) Baseline energy consumption of the physical node i
Copr Total operation energy consumption for embedding VN
requests
Cmgr Total energy consumption of necessary migrations for
embedded VN requests
s(u; t) State information of virtual node u
at time t
x(i; u; t) Binary variable if virtual node u is embedded to physical
node i at t or not
Sstatus(i; t) Sleep or awake status of physical node i at time t
f(i; j; u; w; t) If virtual flow between virtual node u and w goes
through the link between physical node i and j at time t
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We model the energy efficient VNE problem as an optimization problem aiming
to minimize the energy consumed for embedding VN requests. Specifically, the total
energy consumption consists of the energy consumed for operation and migration under
a group of constraints, including computational and network resource limitations, binary
limitations, and flow constraints. We further transform the proposed VNE problem to a
linear program problem by introducing two auxiliary variables.
3.1.1 Notations
In this section, we model the VNE problem that minimizes the energy consump-
tion with practical DC topologies and migration awareness. Notations used in the Chapter
3 are listed in Table 4.
Assume a physical network Gp(Np; Lp) consists of multiple DCs Gp1(N
p
1 ; L
p
1),
Gp2(N
p
2 ; L
p
2),    , GpD(NpD, LpD). Here, D is the number of DCs in a physical network. A
DC d includes a group of physical nodes Npd and physical links L
p
d. We have
Gp = Gp1
[
Gp2
[
  
[
GpD
[
Gpinter
Np = Np1
[
Np2
[
  
[
NpD
Lp = Lp1
[
Lp2
[
  
[
LpD
[
Lpinter
where Gpinter is the network that connects DCs, and L
p
inter is the set of all inter DC links.
Each physical node i 2 Np is equipped with limited computational resources cp(i)1, while
each physical link between two adjacent physical nodes i and j has limited bandwidth
bp(i; j).
1Here, we consider a general computational resources. In real applications, it could be CPU capacity or
available storage size
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An infrastructure provider receives VN requests and assigns proper computational
and network resources satisfying the specific demands of each VN request. In detail, a
VN request can be modeled as a weighted graph Gv(N v; Lv), where N v and Lv are the
sets of virtual nodes and virtual links, respectively.
Based on the observation that users’ workloads often change predictably with
time, such as day and night times [128], we assume VN resource workloads are differ-
ent in the time intervals. We denote the minimal desired computational resource at time
t for a virtual node u 2 N v as cv(u; t), and the minimal desired bandwidth resource at
time t for a virtual link in Lv as bv(u;w; t). For the simplicity of our discussion, we only
consider demands of two different times (t and t + 1 for day and night times, respective-
ly, for example) for each VN request in the illustrating example and evaluation sections.
However, the idea of scheduling and mapping can be naturally extended to handle more
time intervals. For a certain virtual node u of VN request v, its requested computational
resource cv(u; ) is specified for the day and night times as shown below.
cv(u; ) =
(
cv(u; t); during day time
cv(u; t+ 1); during night time
(3.1)
The requested bandwidth between virtual nodes u and w, bv(u;w; ) is specified for the
day and night times as:
bv(u;w; ) =
(
bv(u;w; t); during day time
bv(u;w; t+ 1); during night time
(3.2)
After embedding some VN requests, the available computational resources of a
physical node i are the residual computational resources after reserving resources for
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already embedded VN requests:
cp(i; t) = cp(i) 
X
8v"i
cv(u; t) (3.3)
Here, v " i indicates that virtual node v is embedded on physical node i. Due to the
different demands of VN requests for day and night times, the available resources change
over time too.
Similarly, the available bandwidth of a physical link between two adjacent physi-
cal nodes i and j is defined as:
bp(i; j; t) = bp(i; j) 
X
8(u;w)"(i;j)
bv(u;w; t) (3.4)
Here, (u;w) " (i; j) indicates that the virtual link between virtual node u and w passes
through the physical link between physical nodes i and j.
Our goal is to embed a group of VN requests with minimal energy consumption
that consists of operational energy cost Copr, and migration energy cost Cmgr under re-
source limitations, which is defined as follows;
min
X
t
(Copr(t) + Cmgr(t)) (3.5)
In addition, we assume that physical nodes support the sleep and awake mode in
the physical network. Especially, there is no energy consumption if a physical node is
turned to the sleep mode. For an awake node, a baseline energy is consumed for main-
taining basic functions [127], while for each newly embedded virtual node, an additional
power is consumed for performing the work on this virtual node.
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3.1.2 Operation Energy Consumption
We model the operational energy consumption including energy costs for nodes
and links as:
Copr(t) = Energy cost for nodes + Energy cost for link bandwidths
=
X
i
X
u
X
t=0
[o1Ebase(i)Sstatus(i; t) + o2c
v(u; t)]x(i; u; t)
+o3
X
i;j
X
u;w;u>w
X
t=0
wp(i; j)bv(u;w; t)f(i; j; u; w; t)
(3.6)
Here, a binary variable x(i; u; t) is used to indicate whether or not a virtual node
u is embedded to physical node i at time t.
x(i; u; t) =
(
1; if virtual node u is assigned to physical node i at time t
0; otherwise
(3.7)
The operation cost of embedding a virtual node u to physical node i at time t
consists of a possible baseline energy consumption Ebase(i) for waking up node i if its
status Sstatus(i; t   1) at time t   1 is asleep and an operation cost for executing virtual
node u’s tasks cv(u; t) at time t.
Sstatus(i; t) =
(
1; if physical node i is asleep at the beginning of time t
0; otherwise
(3.8)
On the other hand, link operation cost is determined by traffic volume, bv(u;w; t)
on the virtual link (u;w) at time t, and the weight, wp(i; j) of the physical links (i; j) that
is different for inter or intra DC links. We use network flow f(i; j; u; w; t) to determine
whether a physical link (i; j) is used to embed a virtual link u;w. When f(i; j; u; w; t)
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is equal to 1, virtual link (u;w) passes through the physical link (i; j). Otherwise,
f(i; j; u; w; t) is equal to 0. Coefficients o1 , o2 , and o3 are used to balance the weight
among different parts of the operation cost.
3.1.3 Migration Energy Consumption
Even though migrating embedded virtual nodes could save energy, it may intro-
duce additional overhead, such as the cost for moving system resources and maintaining
additional links when the migration is processed. [115] describes the processes of the vir-
tual router’s live migration and its related overhead. We model the migration energy cost
at time t as shown below.
Cmgr(t) = Cost due to size of system resource + Cost due to bandwidth usage
= m1
X
i1;i2;i1 6=i2
X
u
X
t=1
s(u; t)Elen(i1; i2)x(i1; u; t  1)x(i2; u; t)
+ m2
X
i1;i2;i1 6=i2
X
a;b
X
u;w;u>w
X
t=1
bv(u;w; t  1)x(i1; u; t  1)x(i2; u; t)
f(a; b; u; w; t  1)wp(a; b))
(3.9)
Here, we formulate the migration cost as the summation of duplicating the virtual nodes’
status and maintaining duplicated links before migration is completed. In Equations (3.9),
s(u; t) is the coefficient indicating the cost of duplicating execution status for virtual node
u at time t. Elen(i1; i2) is the weight of a physical path between physical nodes i1 and i2.
The product of x(i1; u; t 1) and x(i2; u; t) indicates that the virtual node uwas embedded
on physical node i1 at time t 1 and migrated to physical node i2 at time t. bv(u;w; t 1)
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is the coefficient for maintaining the physical link (a; b) that is used for embedding the
virtual link (u;w). Coefficients m1 , m2 , and m3 are used to balance the weight among
different parts of the migration cost.
3.1.4 Transformation of the Optimization Objective
Due to the existence of the products of variables, such as x(i1; u; t  1)x(i2; u; t),
the objective function is a non-linear problem that is hard to solve. We transform it to a
linear program problem by introducing two auxiliary binary variables: m(i1; i2; u; t  1)
and g(i1; i2; a; b; u; w; t). Here we replace x(i1; u; t  1)x(i2; u; t) withm(i1; i2; u; t  1)
and replace x(i1; u; t 1)x(i2; u; t)f(a; b; u; w; t 1) with g(i1; i2; a; b; u; w; t). Intuitive-
ly, m(i1; i2; u; t   1) indicates if a virtual node u has migrated from physical node i1 to
i2 at time t; while g(i1; i2; a; b; u; w; t) represents if a physical link (a; b) belongs to the
physical path that embedding virtual link (u;w), and one end of the virtual link has mi-
grated from physical node i1 to i2 at time t. Constraints (3.12) and (3.13) are added to
ensure the converted problem is equivalent with the original one.
The original objective function is as follows:
min (
X
i
X
u
X
t=0
[o1Ebase(i)Sstatus(i; t) + o2c
v(u; t)]x(i; u; t)
+o3
X
i;j
X
u;w;u>w
X
t=0
wp(i; j)bv(u;w; t)f(i; j; u; w; t)
+m1
X
i1;i2;i1 6=i2
X
u
X
t=1
s(u; t)wp(i1; i2)x(i1; u; t  1)x(i2; u; t)
+m2
X
i1;i2;i1 6=i2
X
a;b
X
u;w;u>w
X
t=1
bv(u;w; t  1)x(i1; u; t  1)x(i2; u; t)
f(a; b; u; w; t  1)))wp(i; j) (3.10)
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The transformed objective function is as follows:
min (
X
i
X
u
X
t=0
[o1Ebase(i)Sstatus(i; t) + o2c
v(u; t)]x(i; u; t)
+o3
X
i;j
X
u;w;u>w
X
t=0
wp(i; j)bv(u;w; t)f(i; j; u; w; t)
+m1
X
i1;i2;i1 6=i2
X
u
X
t=1
s(u; t)wp(i1; i2)m(i1; i2; u; t)
+m2
X
i1;i2;i1 6=i2
X
a;b
X
u;w;u>w
X
t=1
bv(u;w; t  1)g(i1; i2; a; b; u; w; t)
wp(i; j))) (3.11)
The following two constraints are introduced to ensure the equivalence of the con-
verted problem and the origin problem.
0  x(i1; u; t  1) + x(i2; u; t)  2m(i1; i2; u; t)  1 (3.12)
0  m(i1; i2; u; t) + f(a; b; u; w; t  1)  2g(i1; i2; j; a; b; u; w; t)  1 (3.13)
3.1.5 Constraints
The optimization goal is subjected to the constraints on computational and net-
work resources. X
u
cv(u; t)x(i; u; t)  cp(i; t); 8i; t (3.14)
X
u;w
f(i; j; u; w; t)bv(u;w; t)  bp(i; j; t);8i; j; t (3.15)
Constraint (3.14) ensures that for each physical node i at any time t, the total
required computational resources of virtual nodes that mapped to i would not exceed the
available computational resources on i. Constraint (3.15) guarantees that for each physical
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link (i; j), the total amount of bandwidth required by the virtual links would not exceed
the available bandwidth on (i; j).
Constraint (3.16) is employed to ensure that each virtual node umust be embedded
to a physical node i. X
i
x(i; u; t) = 1;8u; t (3.16)
Considering the resilience as in an existing VNE work, it is not allowed that two
virtual nodes from the same VN are embedded to the same physical node. Therefore, we
have X
u
x(i; u; t)  1; 8i; t (3.17)
Finally, flow conservation is used to make sure that the net flow of a physical node
must be zero except for the physical node that embeds a virtual node.X
j
f(i; j; u; w; t) 
X
j
f(j; i; u; w; t) = x(i; u; t)  x(i; w; t); 8i; u; w; t (3.18)
Through solving the transformed optimization problem (3.11) under a group of
constraints (3.12)-(3.18), we could obtain the optimal solution of the topology and mi-
gration aware energy efficient VNE by using IBM ILOG CPLEX or other math tools for
linear programming problems. However, due to the large solution space, time spent to
solve the problem grows exponentially when the size of the problem increases. Thus, an
efficient algorithm is necessary for computing the optimal embedding for VN requests.
3.2 Topology and Migration Aware Energy Efficient VNE
We first study the complexity of the formulated optimization problem, and prove
the NP-hardness of the TMAE-VNE problem. We next propose a heuristic algorithm
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to determine scheduling to maximally save the total energy consumption in a scalable
manner.
3.2.1 Hardness of TMAE VNE problem
The optimization problem formulated in Section 3.1 can be shown to be NP-hard,
as a standard VNE problem which is known to be NP-hard [7] can be reduced to this in
polynomial time. A standard VNE problem is defined as below.
Standard VNE problem: Given an undirected graph Gp = (Np; Lp), a set of ver-
tices i 2 Np and a set of edges (i; j) 2 Lp, where i; j 2 Np has been assigned a value
cp(i) or bp(i; j), respectively. Given another undirected graph Gv = (N v; Lv), a set of
vertices u 2 N v and a set of edge (u;w) 2 Lv, where u;w 2 N v has been assigned a
value cv(i) or bv(i; j), respectively.
The problem is to determine whether or not we can find a set of valid mappings
from Lv to Lp. In each mapping from edge (u;w) 2 Lv to (i; j) 2 Lp, two conditions are
satisfied 1) cp(i)  cv(u), and cp(j)  cv(w); 2) bp(i; j)  bv(i; j).
We convert our TMAE-VNE problem to a decision problem and restate it as below.
Later we demonstrate that the standard VNE problem could be reduced to this problem.
TMAE-VNE problem: Given an undirected weighted graph Gp that consists of
a set of subgraphs Gp1(N
p
1 , L
p
1),G
p
2(N
p
2 , L
p
2),   , GpD(NpD, LpD) and a set of edges Lpinter
connecting subgraphs. Each vertex i 2 Npd and each edge (i; j) 2 Lpd
S
Lpinter, where
i; j 2 SdNpd has been assigned a value cp(i; t) or bp(i; j; t), respectively at time t. Given
another undirected graph Gv = (N v; Lv). Each vertex u 2 N v and each edge (u;w) 2
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Lv, where u;w 2 N v has been assigned a value cv(i; t) or bv(i; j; t), respectively at time
t.
In addition, an embedding to a node i 2 SdNpd brings additional cost Copr(i; t);
and embedding on a edge (i; j) 2 Lpd
S
Lpinter products additional cost Copr(i; j; t). Mi-
grations between nodes and edges result in additional costs Cmig(i; t) and Cmig(i; j; t),
respectively. The total energy cost could be computed according to Equations [3.5], [3.6],
and [3.9].
A valid one-to-one mapping for each node u 2 N v to a i 2 Np and each (u;w) 2
Lv to (i; j) 2 Lp should satisfy two conditions: 1) cp(i; t)  cv(u; t), and cp(j; t) 
cv(w; t); 2) bp(i; j; t)  bv(i; j; t). The problem is to determine whether or not we can
find a set of valid mappings with a cost smaller than a constant value .
The standard VNE could be reduced to a TMAE-VNE problem, by setting cp(i) =
cp(i; t), bp(i; j) = bp(i; j; t), cv(i) = cv(i; t), and bv(i; j) = bv(i; j; t) for all t. In addition,
let Copr(i; t) = Copr(i; j; t) = 1 and  = n + l, where n is the size of N v and l is the
number of the edges in Gp. The reduction can be completed in polynomial time. After
this reduction, if we could find a solution for a standard VNE, it would be also a solution
for the TMAE-VNE problem and vice versa. In addition, a mapping could be validated in
polynomial time if it is a solution for the TMAE-VNE problem. Thus, the TMAE-VNE
problem is NP-complete.
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3.2.2 The Proposed Heuristic Algorithm
We use a type of a single phase algorithm where for each virtual node, its DC
and a physical node are assigned followed by its corresponding virtual link embedding.
We first determine the set of DCs to place a virtual node at each time phase t. We then
look into these DCs and find the most proper physical nodes to embed the virtual node
in each time phase. Since the number of DCs are much less than the number of physical
nodes, we could check all the set of DCs with enough resources, and finally, find a best set
that consumes the least energy. On the other hand, the energy cost of inter DC migrations
significantly overweighs that of intra DCmigrations. Therefore, we first check sets of DCs
with enough available resources and determine optimal embedding in the DC granularity,
then we look into each physical node in the selected DCs.
We next consider the order of embedding each virtual node to reduce energy con-
sumption. Due to the limitation of available resources, a physical node may not embed
multiple virtual nodes. In addition, different virtual nodes cost different amounts of ener-
gy due to different connectivities and the network workload. Thus, the order of embed-
ding virtual nodes impacts total energy consumption. We determine the embedding order
for each virtual node based on the possible saved energy if this virtual node is embedded
first. For each virtual node u, we pick two embeddings with the least and the second least
energy costs. The cost difference u between these two costs indicates possible energy
saving if the virtual node u’s embedding with the least cost is applied. Thus, we prefer to
first embed the virtual node with the largest cost difference.
The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. For simplicity, we only consider
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two time phases, time tday and tnight in the algorithm. In each of these time phases, the
workloads of the physical networks and VNs are different. However, our algorithm could
be easily extended for multiple time phases.
Algorithm 1 Topology and Migration-Aware Energy Efficient VNE (TMAE-VNE)
Input: physical network available resources [Gp(Np; Lp); fcpi ; i 2 Npg; fbpij; i; j 2 Npg];
VN requested resources [Gv(N v; Lv); fcvu : u 2 N vg; fbvuw : u;w 2 N vg]
Output: VNE for Gv at [t, t+ 1]
1: while there is at least one unembedded virtual node do
2: for each unembedded virtual node u do
3: ListuDC := FindFeasibleDCSets(DC; u)
4: for each element [DCd; DCd0 ] in ListuDC do
5: Estimate the total energy consumption if embedding u to DCd at time t and
DCd0 at time t+1 according to Equations (3.5), (3.6) and (3.9) based on usage,
distance to embedded virtual node and other factors
6: Record the energy consumption as Cu(DCd; DCd0)g
7: end for
8: Compute u := SecondMinfCug  MinfCug
9: end for
10: virtual node w:=maxufug
11: FindMinfCwg and corresponding [DCd; DCd0 ]with minimal energy consumption
in Cw(DCd; DCd0)
12: Assign w to a physical node i 2 DCd during time t according to first fit police
while considering topology
13: Assign w to a physical nodes j 2 DCd0 during time t+ 1 that first fit w
14: Assign virtual links whose two ends have both embedded using shortest path that
satisfy the bandwidth constraints
15: Update available resources in Gp
16: end while
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Algorithm 2 Find Feasible DC Sets: FindFeasibleDCSets()
Input: physical network available resources [Gp(Np; Lp); fcpi ; i 2 Npg; fbpij; i; j 2 Npg],
a virtual node and requested resources [u; cvu; b
v
u]
Output: ListuDC
1: for each DCd, d 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Dg do
2: Count DCdfnp(saw; t); np(sas; t); vp(saw; tg
3: end for
4: for each time interval t for embedding do
5: for each DCd; d 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Dg do
6: if np(saw; t) > 0 and vp(saw; t)  cv(u; t) then
7: ListawakeDC (t) := List
awake
DC (t).append(DCd)
8: else if np(sas; t) > 0 then
9: ListasleepDC (t) := List
asleep
DC (t).append(DCd)
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: Ut = (List
awake
DC (t))
S
(ListasleepDC (t))
14: Ut+1 = (List
awake
DC (t+ 1))
S
(ListasleepDC (t+ 1))
15: for each DCd in Ut do
16: for each DC 0d in Ut+1 do
17: ListuDC=List
u
DC .append(DCd; DC
0
d)
18: end for
19: end for
As demonstrated in Algorithm 1, the physical network, the VNs along with their
topologies and available/required resources are listed as input. In steps 1-3, we count
np(saw; t) and np(sas; t), the number of physical nodes that are awake or asleep, respec-
tively, and vp(saw; t), the maximum available resources on a single awake physical node.
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This information will help to quickly filter out DCs without enough resources. Then for
each unmapped virtual node u, we call FindFeasibleDCSets(DC,u) to calculate and
return all feasible DCs for u, ListuDC satisfying the computational resource requirements.
In the function FindFeasibleDCSets, as presented in Algorithm 2, we check
each DCd for each time phase t to see 1) if DCd has any awake physical node at time
t; 2) if vp(saw; t) is larger than the required resources of the virtual node at time t; 3)
if DCd has any asleep physical node at time t. If conditions 1) and 2) stand, d will
be added into ListawakeDC (t); or if 3) stands but not 1) or 2), DCd will be appended into
ListasleepDC (t). The union Ut of List
awake
DC (t) and List
asleep
DC (t) contains all the DCs that have
enough computational resources to embed u at time t. The Cartesian product of set Ut
and Ut+1 contains all the feasible DC sets that u could be embedded into without violating
computational resource limitations.
For each element (DCd; DCd0) in ListuDC , we could roughly estimate the ener-
gy consumption Cu(DCd; DCd0) by embedding u in DCd at time t and in DCd0 at time
t + 1 using Equations (3.6) and (3.9). Each virtual node u may have multiple feasible
DC sets with different estimates of energy consumption. We pick the two DC sets with
the smallest estimated energy consumption and compute the difference u between their
consumptions. Virtual nodes are embedded based on  and the virtual node w with largest
w will be embedded first. Different policies could be employed, e.g., first fit, load bal-
ance, or threshold, when embedding virtual nodes to physical nodes. After embedding
w, each virtual link connecting w and its embedded virtual neighbors will be embedded
to a physical link with the shortest path under resource constraints. Finally, the resources
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usage is updated before embedding the next virtual node.
By calling Algorithm 2 whose time complexity is O(m), where m is the number
of physical nodes, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(n2m), where n is the number
of virtual nodes in the virtual network. It is because we need to go through each phys-
ical node for the amount of available resources. However, since the number of virtual
nodes are quite small compared with the number of physical nodes, e.g., only 12 DCs are
involved in B4 [63], this algorithm is efficient and reasonable in practice.
3.3 A Simple Comparative VNE Example
In this section, we discuss an example that compares the proposed TMAE-VNE
with other existing schemes such as Topology Aware VNE (TA-VNE) [29] and Migration
Aware VNE (MA-VNE) [22]. TA-VNE embeds virtual nodes based on the static rank
that is determined by available resources and network topology. MA-VNE and TMAE-
VNE are also topology-aware as they consider the distance between physical nodes while
embedding or migrating virtual nodes or links. TMAE-VNE, on the other hand, schedules
migrations according to predictable changes of physical networks or the workload of VNs
before embedding VN requests. Therefore, migrations over an unnecessary long distance
could be avoidable. In addition, TMAE-VNE could recognize the different energy usage
between inter and intra DC links. Thus, it is especially suitable for networks of multiple
DCs. TMAE-VNE also explores an efficient DC architecture and is aware of switch
usage. The comparison of the three algorithms is summarized in Table 5.
We compare the algorithms with a simple VNE example shown in Figures 7, 8,
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Figure 7: Topology Aware VNE (TA-VNE): no feasible embedding available
Figure 8: Migration Aware VNE (MA-VNE): total energy cost 86 units
and 9. We want to embed a VN request (with virtual nodes a and b) to a physical network
that consists of two DCs. Each DC has a gateway switch, labeled as ’SW’ and is connected
to three physical nodes. We use a pair of numbers [cp(tday); cp(tnight)] to indicate the
’available’ resource of a physical node or link during time tday and tnight. For a VN request
shown on the top, we specify the amount of ’required’ resources of the virtual node (or
link) at time tday and tnight by [cv(tday); cv(tnight)]. We assume that the operation energy
consumption for a physical link between two DCs is 10 units, while energy consumption
for a link within a single DC is 5 units. We also assume that the baseline energy for waking
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Figure 9: Topology and Migration-Aware Energy Efficient VNE (TMAE-VNE): total
energy cost: 52 units
up a sleeping physical node is 10 units, while additional 5 units of energy are consumed
for each embedded virtual node. We further set the coefficient of the duplicating execution
cost as 1.
As shown in Figure 7, TA-VNE cannot find a feasible mapping according to E-
quations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.9). However, MA-VNE can embed virtual nodes a and b to
physical nodes A and B at tday, respectively, and migrate to physical nodes F and E at
tnight, respectively, as in Figure 8. The total energy cost is 86 in the example, since the
operation energy consumption is 40 (= 5+10+5+5+10+5) and the migration energy
cost is 46 (= 23 + 23). Meanwhile, as depicted in Figure 9, the proposed TMAE-VNE
can find the optimal solution. Node a is embedded to node F at both tday and tnight, and
node b is embedded to nodeD at tday and E at tnight. The total energy cost is 52 including
40 (= 5+10+5+5+10+5) for operation and 12 (= 0+12) for migration. TMAE-VNE
incurs less migration cost than MA-VNE as it plans migrations in advance for t+ 1.
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Table 5: Algorithms Comparison
Topology Migration DC Multiple
Consideration Consideration Architecture DCs
TA Node rank # # #
MA Migration When physical
distance network evolves # #
TMAE Inter/Intra Physical/virtual
DC topology workload changes ! !
3.4 Evaluations
We compare the performance of TMAE-VNE with two existing algorithms, the
Topology Aware VNE (TA-VNE) [29] and Migration Aware VNE (MA-VNE) [22], with
respect to energy consumption and acceptance ratio using various parameter settings.
3.4.1 Setting
We generate a physical network that consists of DCs and links between DCs. The
inter-DC network is randomly generated using NetworkX [86], and the DCs are highly
connected through this inter-DC network. Networks within a DC are generated in a hierar-
chical architecture. Since we are focusing on VNE, we use the simplest DC architecture;
however, TMAE-VNE could be easily extended for more complicated architectures, such
as [3] to improve the scalability. A root switch connects with all aggravate switches.
Each aggregate switch is connected with a group of edge switches, and each edge switch
is connected with a group of physical nodes. The number of physical nodes in a DC is
randomly determined.
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The status of each physical node is randomly determined to be awake or asleep
with an equal probability of 0.5. Each physical node is randomly assigned a value be-
tween [20, 35] to indicate its maximum available resource following uniform distribution.
To examine the impact of the available resources on energy consumption, we randomly
deduct a portion of available resources of each physical node to simulate the initial re-
source usage. The deducted portion is randomly decided following uniform distribution
between [0; ]. We vary the lower bound of this portion  between [0.1, 0.9] and examine
its impact in Figure 11.
We validate our algorithm through three sets of simulations comparing with the
optimal solution solved by IBM ILOG CPLEX, and two existing algorithms TA-VNE and
MA-VNE using topology generated by NetworkX as well as a real topology of B4.
TA-VNE computes a rank for each physical node based on its available compu-
tational and network resources. It also calculates a rank for each virtual node based on
its required resources and connectivity. Intuitively, the virtual node with a higher rank
has more neighbors or demands more resources compared with the virtual node that has
a lower rank. On the other hand, a physical node with a higher rank possesses more re-
sources than a physical node with a lower rank. Therefore, TA-VNE embeds virtual nodes
to physical nodes based on the nodes’ ranks, so that the virtual node v with the highest
rank will be mapped to a physical node i with the highest rank. In addition, it validates if
i could meet all the demands of v.
Note that TA-VNE determines a static VNE decision for a VN request. Even
though, the substrate network or the mapped VNE may vary later, v is always mapped
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to i. As illustrated in Section 3.1, static VNE methods may not find the most efficient
solution or even a feasible solution. Unlike TA-VNE, MA-VNE provides a dynamic VNE
solution. When the substrate network evolves, MA-VNE may migrate a virtual node v
from a physical node i to another physical node j to save costs and increase the acceptance
ratio. In addition, delays are considered, so that v will be migrated to j only if the delay
between i and j satisfies some constraints.
We summarize the parameters used in this chapter in Table 6.
Table 6: Parameter Setting
Parameter Values
Probability of sleep/awake status 0.5
Range for physical capacity [25, 30]
Portion of available physical resources [0.1, 0.9]
Number of DCs [2, 5] or [1, 13]
Size of each DC [3,6] or [5,10]
Number of hierarchy layers in each DC 3
Size of VNs [3,6] or [3,10]
Amount of virtual resource request [3,5]
3.4.2 Comparison with the Optimal Solution
We first validate our algorithm by comparing it with the optimal solution solved by
IBM ILOG CPLEX. Due to the hardness of the problem, we use small physical networks
and VN requests. The number of DCs in this set of evaluations changes from 2 to 5,
while the number of physical nodes in a DC is randomly decided between 3 to 6. We also
use NetworkX to generate a random topology for each VN request. The number of virtual
nodes in each VN request is randomly selected from 3 to 6 following uniform distribution.
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Figure 10: Comparison with optimal solution
Each virtual node requires a random amount of resources between [3,5].
As presented in Figure 16(a), the average computing time of embedding each VN
by using CPLEX increases exponentially from 7.8 s to 985.03 s when the number of
DCs in the physical network rises from 2 to 5, while the computing time of TA-VNE,
MA-VNE, and the proposed TMAE-VNE are stable around 0.01 s even when the size of
the problem increases. Although there is some distance between the proposed TMAE-
VNE and the optimal solution in the total cost (Figure 16(b)) and the acceptance ratio
(Figure 16(c)), TMAE-VNE always outperforms TA-VNE andMA-VNE. As the problem
size increases, the distance between the total costs computed by the optimal solution and
that computed by the heuristic algorithms becomes larger as shown in Figure 16(b). In
addition, as shown in Figure 16(c), when the physical network expands, the acceptance
ratios of all the four methods increase as there are more available resources.
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Figure 11: Comparison for varied resource usage ratio
3.4.3 Comparison with Two Existing Algorithms
Using larger scale DCs, we compare our TMAE-VNE algorithm with two existing
algorithms. The number of physical nodes in a DC is randomly decided between 5 and
10, and the number of virtual nodes in each VN request is randomly selected from 3 to 10
following uniform distribution.
We examine the impact of the initial usage rate of each physical node in Figure 11
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Figure 12: Comparison for varied number of DCs
on the total energy cost, operation energy cost, migration energy cost, and VNE accep-
tance ratio. The average initial usage rate varies between [0.1, 0.9]. A smaller rate means
more available resources on a single physical node.
As demonstrated in Figure 11, TMAE-VNE achieves the largest acceptance ratio
and the smallest total energy consumption. When the initial usage rate increases from
0.1 to 0.9, the acceptance ratio of TMAE-VNE drops from 97.6% to 71.9%. However,
it is still 33.2% or 57% higher than TA-VNE (only 37.1%) or MA-VNE (only 14.9%),
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respectively. The migration energy cost and operation energy cost slightly increase when
the initial usage rate grows. Since the initial usage rate is larger, physical nodes with suffi-
cient available resources are spread around the physical network. However, TMAE-VNE
always consumes the least cost. It even cuts up to 40% energy consumption compared to
MA-VNE.
We also check the impact of the number of DCs in the physical network in Figure
17. Here, the number of DCs varies from 1 to 13. When the number of DCs increase,
the total number of physical nodes that are possible to have enough capacity rises too.
However, since the network expands, the length of a physical path that embeds a virtual
link may become longer. Therefore, the total energy consumption increases when the
number of DCs increases from 1 to 3. When the physical network grows from 3 to 13, the
available resources become even more, so that TMAE-VNE could always find mappings
consuming less energy. This leads to the stable energy usage when the number of DCs is
from 3 to 13 or even a little drop from 9 to 11.
As shown in Figure 17, the acceptance ratio rises when the number of DCs in-
creases as there are more physical nodes in the entire physical network. At the same
time, migration energy costs and operation energy costs rise when the number of DCs
increases from 1 to 5 and keep stable when there are more than 7 DCs. TMAE-VNE still
consumes the least energy all the time. The acceptance ratio of TMAE-VNE is slightly
lower than MA-VNE when the number of DCs is less than 7, but it grows quickly when
there are more DCs in a physical network. This is because we determine the order for
each virtual node based on energy savings, while MA-VNE determines the order based
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Figure 13: Comparison for varied number of DCs under B4 topology
on the required resources of a virtual node. When the number of available physical nodes
is small, MA-VNE ensures the virtual nodes that require more resources are mapped first,
then it embeds the virtual nodes with a small requirement to fill the gap. However, our
TMAE-VNE could always achieve minimal energy consumption and a high acceptance
ratio as the physical network expands.
We also validate the efficiency of the TMAE-VNE algorithm using a real topology
of B4 that is a globally-deployed software defined network operated by Google [63]. B4
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has 12 DCs covering 3 continents.
We checked the impact of the initial resource usage rate in the B4 network in Fig-
ure 13. As shown in Figure 13(a) TMAE could reduce up to 44% of the total energy
consumption compared with TA-VNE by finding a good balance between the operation
energy cost and the migration energy cost. In addition, TMAE also increases the accep-
tance ratio up to 33%. In addition, MA-VNE has the lowest acceptance ratio when the
available resources in the physical network is relative low. This is because that MA-VNE
only migrates the virtual nodes or links when their embedded physical nodes or links do
not have enough physical resources, and MA-VNE puts some limitations on the migration
distance. However, when the available resources in the physical network are extremely
(0:9), the acceptance ratio is around 90% that is better than the case that the initial resource
usage is relative low (0:7). It is because, when the available resources are extremely low,
most virtual nodes have to be migrated, and the constraint cover set would be larger.
3.5 Summary
We have modeled and proposed an efficient and practical virtual network em-
bedding algorithm (TMAE-VNE) that takes energy consumption, future migration, and
practical intra/inter DC topologies into consideration to minimize the energy consumption
caused by both operation and migration of virtual networks. Since computing and network
demands of a virtual network change over time and are often predictable (such as during
day/night times and weekday/weekends), by considering future resource migration at the
time when the different resource amounts are demanded, we have shown more physical
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nodes and links can be put into a sleep mode leading to greater energy savings. Under-
standing hierarchical fat tree DC architectures further allows us to optimize the network
resource usages. We have performed extensive comparisons with prior VNE algorithms
using practical intra and inter-DC topologies, and we have validated that the proposed
algorithm significantly saves energy consumption, while achieving high acceptance ratios
under various scenarios.
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CHAPTER 4
ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION BASED ENERGY EFFICIENT VIRTUAL
NETWORK EMBEDDING
Efforts have been done to lower energy consumption by data centers, such as, pro-
portional energy consumption hardware, dynamic provisioning, and virtualization tech-
niques. Especially, Energy efficient virtual network embedding (EE-VNE) has been stud-
ied to improve the utilization of network resources and save energy consumption in data
centers in Chapter 3. However, the problem has been proved to be NP-hard. Especially,
when considering multiple data centers with evolving virtual network resources require-
ments, it becomes much more challenging to approach an optimal solution in a reasonable
amount of time.
Exact optimization algorithms with CPLEX/GLPK have been adapted to solve the
EE-VNE problem, e.g., [19]. However, as the size of the problem increases, their compu-
tation time increases dramatically. In Chapter 3, we proposed a topology and migration
aware energy efficient VNE model that aims to maximize energy savings for virtual net-
work requests during their entire life cycle rather than a time snapshot. Considering the
entire life cycle of virtual network requests further reduces the energy consumption in
VNE. However, it significantly expands the solution space compared with existing VNE
problems and leads to exponential increasing execution time. A heuristic algorithm has
been developed to solve the energy efficient VNE problem. It outperforms existing al-
gorithms in energy savings and acceptance ratios, but still cannot achieve the optimal
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solution as we examined with simulations in Section 4.2.
A meta-heuristic method is a sophisticated tool to solve a wide group of hard
problems [17]. It provides us an alternative way to obtain near optimal solutions in a
reasonable time, especially for NP-hard problems. It has been applied to a wide group
of difficult problems [17]. Compared to heuristic algorithms and exact algorithms, meta-
heuristic algorithms could obtain high quality solutions of difficult optimization problems
in a reasonable time [108]. Driven by this, we propose an Ant Colony Optimization (A-
CO) based algorithm to solve the EE-VNE problem to minimize the energy consumption
of virtual networks during their entire life cycle rather than a time snapshot. In our mod-
el, we consider large scale physical networks and evolved virtual network requests, and
include both the operation cost and migration cost for embedded nodes and links.
In addition, we design an efficient method to track and update the pheromone to
tackle the EE-VNE problem on a large scale. Specifically, we only track and update the
pheromone on the trails that are touched by the ants. This way, the space complexity of
tracking and updating the pheromone is reduced from O(n4m2) to O(m2nantnit) where
n is the number of physical nodes; m is the number of virtual nodes; nant is the number
of ants; and nit is the number of maximum iterations. Our extensive evaluation results
show that our ACO-EE-VNE could reduce energy consumption up to 52% and double the
acceptance ratio compared with existing virtual network embedding algorithms.
The contributions achieved in Chapter 4 are as follows.
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 We propose a novel ACO based topology migration-aware EE-VNE algorithm (ACO-
EE-VNE) to minimize the energy consumption caused by both operation and mi-
gration that provides high quality solutions without taking too much time. In doing
so, we consider data center network topologies and dynamic resource demand over
time.
 We develop a novel pheromone update and track scheme in the ACO algorithm, so
that the space complexity of the ACO algorithm is substantially reduced.
 We conduct extensive comparisons with three state-of-the-art algorithms as well as
an exact optimization algorithm using CPLEX with various inter-DC topologies.
The results prove that the proposed algorithm significantly saves energy consump-
tion and allows high acceptance ratios within a reasonable amount of execution
time.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We convert the EE-VNE
problem presented in Section 3.1 to an ACO construction graph and propose the ACO
based topology migration-aware EE-VNE algorithm in Section 4.1. We validate the per-
formance of ACO-EE-VNE algorithm through evaluations and comparisons with existing
algorithms in Section 4.2, and present the concluding remarks of this chapter in Sec-
tion 4.3.
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Figure 14: Construction graph for ACO model
4.1 Ant Colony Optimization Based Model and Solution
In this section, we establish a construction graph similar to [36] to model our EE-
VNE problem as an ACO problem. We then design the strategies for the pheromone and
heuristic factor assignment on the tuples and links in the graph. Based on the construction
graph, and heuristic and pheromone strategies, we develop an ACO based EE-VNE algo-
rithm. Furthermore, to deal with the large scale EE-VNE problem, we propose a novel
way to track and update the pheromone on the links in the graph. Notations used in this
section are listed in Table 7.
4.1.1 ACO Model
In order to map the VNE problem to a problem that could be solved by ACO,
we build a construction graph GACO(NACO; LACO). In the graph, the embedding from
virtual nodes to physical nodes at different times are represented as tuples in the graph.
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Table 7: Notations Used
Notation Explanation
GACO(NACO; LACO) ACO Construction graph with a set of
vertices NACO and a set of links
LACO
(i; i0; u) A vertex in ACO graph indicating that
virtual node u is embedded to physical node
i at time t and i0 at time t+ 1
i;i0;u;j;j0;v Pheromone on the trail between ACO
vertices (i; i0; u) and (j; j0; v)
0 Initial pheromone that is identical
for every trail
i;i0;u Pheromone factor of a vertex (i; i0; u)
 Pheromone evaporation coefficient
k Amount of pheromone laid by the kth ant
gbest Energy consumption of the global best
solution
gk Energy consumption of the solution found
by the kth ant
ki;i0;u Transition probability of ant k travels to
vertices (i; i0; u) when it has a partical
solution Sk
Ci;i0;u Total energy consumption of the assignment
(i; i0; u)
The link between any two tuples A and B indicates the likelihood that an artificial ant
would move toward the tupleB when it is standing at tupleA. This likelihood is computed
based on both heuristic factor and a historical factor, pheromone. Pheromone would be
updated based on the energy consumption of solutions in previous iterations, and it would
eventually evaporate in time.
Construction graph: The vertex set NACO of GACO consists of the tuple vertex
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Figure 15: A tuple (i; i0; u) in the ACO construction graph represents a mapping in the
EE-VNE problem that virtual node u is assigned to physical node i at time t and physical
node i0 at time t+ 1.
(i; i0; u), the nest of ants denoted by Start vertex, and the food denoted by end vertex as
shown in Figure 14. Each tuple (i; i0; u) represents a mapping from a virtual node u to
physical nodes i; i0 at different time snapshots as presented in Figure 15. Each vertex in
NACO is associated with a cost that corresponds to the energy consumption of the node
mapping including the node operation energy cost and the node migration energy cost.
LACO is the edge set of the complete graph on NACO. A link in LACO that connects
vertices (i; i0; u) and (j; j0; v) is associated with a cost that corresponds to the link energy
consumption including the link operation cost and link migration cost. If virtual nodes
u and v are not directly connected in a VN request, the cost of the link between vertices
(i; i0; u) and (j; j0; v) is set to infinite.
A trail from the nest Start to the food end corresponds to a feasible solution to
the EE-VNE problem. In this graph, ants want to find a trail from the nest start to the
food end with the minimum total cost that corresponds to the energy consumption of
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embedding a virtual network.
Constraints: Each virtual node must be exactly mapped to one physical node at
each time slot, and each physical node cannot embed more than one virtual node for a sin-
gle VN request at any time. In addition, the mapping is subjected to resource limitations
on physical nodes and links.
Pheromone trails: The pheromone trail between any two vertices (i; i0; u) and
(j; j0; v) refers to the desirability of embedding virtual node u to physical nodes (i; i0)
while virtual node v is embedded to physical nodes (j; j0), or vice versa. The initial value
of pheromone 0 on each trail is identical when constructing the graph. Each iteration,
pheromone on each trail evaporates as:
i;i0;u;j;j0;v = maxf0; (1  )i;i0;u;j;j0;vg (4.1)
where  is the evaporation coefficient. Meanwhile, ant k lays pheromone on the trails
between any pair of vertices in its corresponding as
i;i0;u;j;j0;v = i;i0;u;j;j0;v + 
k
 (4.2)
k is the amount of pheromone laid by the kth ant. Here, we model 
k
 as the ratio be-
tween the energy consumption of the global best solution gbest to the energy consumption
of the solution gk found by the kth ant.
k =
gbest
gk
(4.3)
We denote the set of already traveled vertices by the kth ant as partial solution Sk.
For the kth ant, the pheromone factor i;i0;u of a vertex (i; i0; u) depends on the quantity of
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pheromone on the edges between the vertex (i; i0; u) and the vertices in Sk:
i;i0;u =
X
(j;j0;v)2Sk
i;i0;u;j;j0;v (4.4)
Heuristic information: The ratio between the minimum possible node energy con-
sumption 2op to the energy consumption Ci;i0;u of mapping the virtual node u are utilized
as the heuristic factor i;i0;u
i;i0;u =
opr
Ci;i0;u
(4.5)
opr =
X
t
o2c
v(u; t) (4.6)
We use the operation power consumption opr of a physical node multiply the length of
the operation time duration 2, as the minimum possible node embedding energy consump-
tion, and compute the energy consumption Ci;i0;u as the sum of node operation energy
consumption Copr(i; i0; u), defined in Equ. (3.6) and node migration energy consumption
Cmgr(i; i
0; u), defined in Equ. (3.9).
Ci;i0;u = Copr(i; i
0; u) + Cmgr(i; i0; u) (4.7)
Based on the heuristic factor i;i0;u and pheromone factor i;i0;u of each vertex,
each ant selects vertices randomly within the candidate set with respect to the transition
probability i;i0;u when the kth ant has a partial solution Sk, i.e.,
ki;i0;u =
[i;i0;u]
[i;i0;u]
P
(j;j0;v)2Scand [j;j0;v]
[j;j0;v]
(4.8)
4.1.2 ACO-VNE
Based on the model described in Section 4.1.1, a trail from the nest start to
the food end corresponds to a solution of the EE-VNE problem. Each ant moves from
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Algorithm 3 Ant Colony Optimization based EE-VNE (ACO-EE-VNE)
1: Build the construction graph [Gaco(Naco; Laco)], initialize the global best solution
gglobal = +1
2: Compute the heuristic factor for each node in Naco
3: while the maximum number of iteration is not reached do
4: Initialize a group of nant ants
5: for Each ant do
6: Call Algorithm 4 to compute the mapping results gant
7: Update the pheromone matrix on the trails that have been touched using Eq.
(4.2)
8: end for
9: Compute the local best solution glocal in this iteration
10: if glocal < gglobal then
11: Update global best solution gglobal = glocal
12: end if
13: Evaporate pheromone using Eq. (4.1)
14: end while
one vertex to another vertex using a decision policy based on the heuristic factor and
pheromone until it eventually arrives at the food. In order to converge toward the opti-
mal solution, the algorithm runs for multiple iterations and in each iteration, multiple ants
move independently toward the food. The ants in previous iterations lay pheromone for
ants in later iterations, while the pheromone laid on each link evaporates in each iteration.
The detailed procedure of the ACO algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm
4.
Note that in ACO, the pheromone on links between any two vertices are kept for
computing transition probability. The space complexity of tracking the pheromone is
O(n4m2), where n is the number of physical nodes, andm is the number of virtual nodes.
This consumes huge amounts of memory for large scale physical networks. Actually,
ants only visit a portion of the graph, and most of the links in the graph are not touched.
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Algorithm 4 Ant Colony Optimization based EE-VNE - Solver
1: Randomly choose a start vertex based on the transition probability matrix
2: Put the selected vertex into trail, label corresponding physical node and virtual node
as mapped
3: Put the virtual nodes that are not embedded and adjacent to the mapped virtual node
in set Sneighbor
4: for Virtual node in Sneighbor do
5: Find the candidate vertices and compute their transition probability
6: Select a vertex based on Roulette algorithm
7: if The mapping is not valid then
8: Continue
9: end if
10: Put the selected vertex into Strail, label corresponding physical node and virtual
node as mapped
11: Update Sneigbhor by removing embedded virtual node and adding its unmapped
neighbors
12: end for
13: return the solution of embedding trail
Therefore, we do not need to track the pheromone on every link, but only the portion of
links that were touched by the ants, as shown in Algorithm 3. When computing the tran-
sition probability matrix (Algorithm 4) which includes untouched links, the pheromone
of these untouched links are the initial value assigned in the Algorithm’s input. The s-
pace complexity of only tracking the pheromone of touched links has been reduced to
O(m2nantnit), where nant is the number of ants in each iteration and nit is the number of
iterations.
4.2 Evaluations
To validate the performance of the ACO-EE-VNE algorithm, we compare it with
three existing algorithms, the Topology Aware VNE (TA-VNE) [29], Migration Aware
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Figure 16: Comparison with optimal solution
VNE (MA-VNE) [22], and topology and migration aware energy efficient VNE (TMAE-
VNE), and CPLEX based exact algorithm with respect to energy consumption and accep-
tance ratio using various parameter settings.
TA-VNE [29] calculates the rank for each physical node and each virtual node
based on its available computational and network resources, or required resources and
connectivity, respectively. Later, the physical node with the highest rank would be utilized
to embed the virtual node with the highest rank if the physical node could meet all the
demands of the virtual node.
Note that TA-VNE embeds virtual nodes based on their demands on peak work-
loads and makes a static VNE decision for each VN request. MA-VNE and TMAE-VNE,
may embed a virtual node to different physical nodes at different times to save costs and
increase the acceptance ratio. MA-VNE migrates virtual nodes when the physical net-
work evolves and the physical node cannot serve the virtual node embedded on it due to
resource limitations. TMAE-VNE schedules possible migrations for the future as well as
the embedding for the current moment while mapping a virtual network.
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Figure 17: Comparison for varied number of DCs
We follow the similar setting used in Chapter 3.4. The topologies of inter-DC net-
work and virtual networks are generated by NetworkX [86], while the intra-DC topologies
are generated in a hierarchial architecture. We randomly determined the status of each
physical node to be awake or asleep with an equal probability of 0.5, and the maximum
available resource of each physical node is randomly assigned between [20, 35] following
uniform distribution. The parameters used in this chapter are summarized in Table 8.
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Table 8: Parameter Setting
Parameter Values
Probability of sleep/awake status 0.5
Range for physical capacity [25, 30]
Portion of available physical resources [0.1, 0.9]
Number of DCs [2, 5] or [1, 13]
Size of each DC [3,6] or [5,10]
Number of hierarchy layers in each DC 3
Size of VNs [3,6] or [3,10]
Amount of virtual resource request [3,5]
4.2.1 Comparison with the Optimal Solution
We first investigate the performance of heuristic algorithms and our proposed
ACO-based meta-heuristic algorithm through comparisons with the exact algorithm based
on IBM ILOG CPLEX. In the case of small scale problem, CPLEX-based algorithm can
give the optimal solution. We use it as the baseline in the comparison. However, its search
time grows exponentially as the problem scale increases. Therefore, we use small physi-
cal networks and VN requests in this simulation. Here, the number of DCs changes from
2 to 5, while the number of physical nodes in a DC is randomly selected between 3 to 6.
As presented in Figures 16(a) and (b), the heuristic algorithms cannot achieve the
optimal solution in the total cost and the acceptance ratio. Especially, when the problem
size increases, the distances between the optimal solution and the heuristic algorithms be-
come larger. The proposed ACO based algorithm outperforms three heuristic algorithms,
and is quite near the optimal solutions obtained by the CPLEX based algorithm. On the
other hand, the average time for computing VNE of using CPLEX raises exponentially
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from 7 s to 985 s when the number of DCs increases from 2 to 5 as shown in Figure 16.
The computing time of the ACO based algorithm only slightly increases to 233 s, which
is around 23.65% of the execution time of the CPLEX based algorithm. From the obser-
vation in Figure 16, ACO based algorithm could obtain the near optimal solution within
a limited time.
4.2.2 Comparison with three Existing Algorithms
We also compare our ACO based algorithm with three existing heuristic algo-
rithms on the total energy cost, operation energy cost, migration energy cost, and VNE
acceptance ratio with varied problem size in Figure 17. The number of physical nodes in
a DC is randomly decided between 5 and 10, and the number of virtual nodes in each VN
request is randomly selected from 3 to 10 following the setting in [56].
As shown in Figure 17(d), the acceptance ratio rises as the number of DCs in-
creases from 1 to 13 for all four algorithm. ACO-EE-VNE always achieves the highest
acceptance ratio and the smallest total energy consumption. When the number of DCs ris-
es from 1 to 5, the acceptance ratio of the ACO based VNE increases from 40% to 100%.
It is almost double the acceptance ratio of the three heuristic algorithms. On the other
hand, when the physical network expands, a longer physical path may be used to embed a
virtual link. In Figure 17(a)(b)(c), the total energy consumption increases as the number
of DCs rises from 1 to 3. However, when the physical network grows even larger from 3
to 13, the energy usage of all the four algorithms is relatively stable. ACO-EE-VNE could
also find a good trade-off between the operation cost in Figure 17(b) and the migration
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Figure 18: Impact of parameters in ACO
cost in Figure 17(c). As demonstrated in Figure 17(a), during each VN request’s entire
life time including its initial embedding and migrations in different times, ACO-EE-VNE
cuts up to 52% total energy consumption compared with TA-VNE and MA-VNE, and
saves up to 32% total energy consumption compared with TMAE-VNE.
We further check the impact of the number of ants in each iteration on the energy
saving and execution time in Figure 18(a) and the impact of the number of iterations in
Figure 18(b). Figure 18(a) shows that the more ants, the better the solution the ACO
algorithm could reach. However, the execution time increases from 77 s to 191 s when
running with a single thread. Figure 18 demonstrates that running the ACO for iterations
could improve the quality of the solution, but adds more execution time.
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4.3 Summary
We investigated energy efficient virtual network embedding considering both op-
eration and migration energy consumption. Driven by the motivation that heuristic al-
gorithms usually have a low approximation ratio and the time complexity of an exac-
t algorithm increases exponentially as the problem scales, we designed an ACO based
meta-heuristic algorithm to minimize the energy consumption of the entire life cycle of
virtual networks within a limited execution time.
We built a construction graph to model the energy efficient problem into an ACO
problem. We formulated a proper heuristic factor and pheromone trail specifically for our
energy efficient ACO problem. Due to the extremely large scale of the VNE problem, we
improved the way that tracks and updates pheromone trails in the constructed graph, so
that the execution memory consumption could be saved fromO(n4m2) toO(m2nantnit),
where nant is the number of ants in each iteration and nit is the number of iterations.
Extensive comparisons with prior heuristic VNE algorithms and a CPLEX based exact
algorithm have been performed. Through these comparisons, it was validated that the
proposed ACO based algorithm achieved a near optimal solution within an acceptable
execution time under various scenarios.
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CHAPTER 5
ENERGY AWARE CONTAINER BASED RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR
VIRTUAL SERVICES IN GREEN DATA CENTERS
Recently, an alternative to Hypervisor based virtualization techniques attracts many
attentions from industry. These techniques based on Linux container [102] provide supe-
rior system efficiency and isolation. The container based VMs are light-weight, so that
could be promptly deployed and migrated between different physical machines. In addi-
tion, Docker [35] that is a management tool for Linux container based virtualization, has
been invented recently. It enables layering of network application libraries and bins that
improves the memory efficiency of containers by sharing the libraries between multiple
network services. Due to its benefits, Docker has been widely recognized in industry and
adopted by many big companies, such as Groupon, Paypal [84].
Deploying a network service through embedding Hypervisor based VMs with
fixed numbers and fixed capacities has a less success rate when the available physical
resources are less and in fragments. An illustration example is presented in Figures 19
and 20. A network service is going to be deployed with the physical resources in a data
center with 5 physical machines. Each physical machine only has a small amount (4 unit-
s) of available resources. However, a cloud user has no idea about data center usage and
asks for 4 VMs with 5 units of resources to deploy certain network application as drawn
in Figure 19. In this example, this VM placement request cannot be satisfied, since the
remaining resources on each physical machine are not enough to embed any VM.
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On the other hand, considering the usage status in the data center, we can divide
the application workload and assign the workload to 5 containers. Each container is al-
located 4 units resources to satisfy the QoS requirements of the application. Then these
containers can be fitted into the physical machines and the application is successfully
deployed as shown in Figure 20.
Driven by this motivation, we aim to design a dynamic resource allocation frame-
work. Unlike tradition VM based resource provisioning, service providers do not need to
specify or dedicate a fixed amount of VMs to deploy an application using the proposed
framework. Based on the workload of the application and resource usage status in the
physical networks, The number of container based-VMs and the demands of each VMs
could be dynamically determined to minimize the deployment cost and improve the ac-
ceptance ratio. In addition, we consider using Docker like container management tool, to
layer application supporting libraries and bins to improve memory efficiency.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows:
 we introduce the framework for container based dynamic resource allocation mech-
anism. In this framework, service providers specify their demands from service
level rather than infrastructure level. Physical resources would be dynamically pro-
visioned based on current workload of each network service/application. Based on
our knowledge, we are the first one to study resource allocation mechanism using
container based virtualization techniques.
 To save cost for service providers, and improve resource usage efficiency, we for-
mulate the dynamic resource allocation problem as an optimization problem and
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Figure 19: Hypervisor based virtual machines cannot be embedded due to resource limi-
tation
develop an efficient and scalable algorithm to solve the dynamic resource alloca-
tion problem that could be applied to large scale resource pools. The benefits of the
proposed framework and algorithm are validated through evaluations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the details
of the framework for container based dynamic resource allocation. In Section 5.2, we
formulate the dynamic resource allocation problem and propose an efficient algorithm
to solve the problem. Evaluations are shown in Section 5.3. Finally, we conclude this
chapter in Section 5.4.
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Figure 20: Container based virtural machines have been successfully allocated with avail-
able resources
5.1 Adaptive Resource Allocation Framework Using Container-Based
Virtualization
We present our framework of adaptive distributed resource allocation mechanis-
m using container-based VMs. In our framework, we introduce a new scheduler and two
kinds of containers, pallet container and execution container, which decouple the resource
management and task execution for each application. Unlike Hypervisor based VM place-
ment, the number of execution containers and their demands on physical resources are
dynamically determined based on not only the applications’ workload but also resource
usage status in the data center.
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Figure 21: Overview of adaptive resource allocation framework
Figure 21 illustrates the overview for adaptive distributed resource allocation frame-
work using container based virtualization. As shown in Figure 21, when deploying an ap-
plication or service in the DC, resources are allocated to the application or service as con-
tainers distributed on multiple physical machines. Especially, each application or service
has a pallet container and one or multiple execution containers. A pallet container has
four main functions including making resource allocation decisions, requesting resources
for execution containers, tracking task status on execution containers, and managing the
life cycle of execution containers. Execution containers complete all the tasks of the
application.
When activated by a scheduler, pallet containers analyze the amount of resources
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needed to serve current workload without violating SLA. Based on the estimated amount
of resources, it gradually queries and requests available resources from a small scale to
large scales. Then it starts execution containers and dispatchs tasks to each container.
Based on diversity requirements of different applications, the aim of allocating resources
and building execution containers could be load balancing, or reducing latency. Driv-
ing by these aims, pallet containers determine the number of execution containers, the
demands of each execution container on physical resource, and the amount of tasks dis-
patched to them. We discuss the detail of these algorithms in Section 5.2,.
Execution containers work mainly on completing the assigned tasks. It also report-
s to pallet container about the status of task execution comparing with expected status. If
it is behind schedule, pallet container could try to allocate more resources for this contain-
er, or balance its workload among active execution containers or migrate this container to
another physical machine with enough resources.
Both pallet container and execution containers are located on physical machines.
Figure 22 depicts the architecture in a physical machine. As shown in this figure, on a bare
physical machine, a host operation system is installed and configured. Upon the host OS,
a container engine is running for resource isolation and security of the containers running
simultaneously on the host OS. The container engine maintains the operating environment
for containers, assists the execution of commands to build, run containers and preserves
the isolation between containers. In the container engine, a scheduler is used to manage
pallet containers life cycle. When receives a service request, the scheduler creates a pallet
container and assigns resources to the pallet container based on the service’s requirements
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Figure 22: Components in a physical machine
and the resource usage status. It may forward the application activate request to other
schedulers, if the application’s demands on resources cannot be satisfied with resources
on this physical machine.
Some common supporting libraries and bins are installed in advance and shared
by the containers that need these functions. In addition, the libraries and bins can be built
in layers to save the time and memory space of embedding containers using those libraries
and bins.
Figure 23 illustrates a main work flow of deploying an application in a data center.
When the request of deploying a new application or active an inactive application (step (1)
and (2)), the container scheduler of this service initiates a pallet container for the appli-
cation and assigns some resources for the pallet container (step (3)). The pallet container
analyzes requirements of the application, makes resource allocation decisions. The pallet
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Figure 23: Work flow of adaptive resource allocation for activating an application
container requests resources on local or other physical machines for containers based on
the decision (step (4)). If the request has been approved by the scheduler, resources are
provisioned and execution containers are created (step (5) and (6)). Tasks are assigned
to the execution containers according to the resource allocation decisions. Later, execu-
tion containers work on the tasks and update execution status to the pallet container (step
(7)). Based on real time workload of the application, the pallet container may dynamical-
ly adjust the number, location and assigned resources of execution containers. When the
application is deactivated, pallet container is terminated and its used resources would be
collected by the scheduler.
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Using this framework, the allocated resources for each application could be shrank
or expend based on the application’s requirements, real time workload and the status of
available resources in the data center. The resource allocation decision is made by each
pallet container in a distributed manner to be scalable. Besides the demands on scalable,
the resource usage efficiency over the entire data center is desired to be improved too.
To achieve the goal, we model resource allocation strategy on pallet containers as an
optimization problem and present a solution to the problem in Section 5.2.
5.2 System Model and Algorithm
5.2.1 System model
We model the adaptive container based resource allocation problem as an opti-
mization problem aiming to increase the efficiency of physical resource utilization while
satisfying QoS requirements from applications.
We consider a physical network that consists of multiple regions based on their
geographic locations and connectivity. For example, a rack could be defined as a re-
gion, or a data center could be defined as a region. Physical nodes1 in the same regain
are connected with physical links and could reach each other in a limited number of
hops. We use Gp(Np) to denote the physical network that consists of a set of regions
Gp1(N
p
1 ); G
p
2(N
p
2 );    ; GpD(NpD). Here, D is the number of regions in the physical net-
work. A region d contains a group of physical nodes Npd . We have
Gp = Gp1
[
Gp2
[
  
[
GpD
1Here, we consider a general physical node. In real applications, it could be a physical machine or a
component offering certain physical resource utilized in cloud applicants.
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Each physical node j 2 Np is equipped with limited available resources cpj . Here, we use
computational resources as an example to model resource allocation problem. We further
assume that physical nodes are identical in capacity and price in the physical network.
However, they may equip with different libraries or bins in advance to support different
applications.
As described in Section 5.1, various applications, e.g., big data type computing,
online video, and other applications are deployed in the physical network and share the
same physical resources in cloud. Some basic image, database and other necessary ser-
vice data are replicated in specific physical nodes in advance. As explained in Section
5.1, the pallet container creates and manages execution containers for the requested job.
The requested job could be further divided into independent tasks, each of which are exe-
cuted in a executive containers. The pallet containers request physical resources to build
executive containers for tasks. These assignments of physical resources respect specific
demands of each request including job integrity, time limitation and priority.
In detail, we model each application as a tuple Gvi (i; wi; Ti). Since we assume
physical nodes are identical in a data center, we use wi to represent the total workload
that is the time that the job i could be completed by dedicating 1 unit of resource on a
single physical node. We further assume that the time is inverse proportional reduced
when increase the amount of physical resources used to execute the task. i denotes the
ratio that the workload of an atomic operation for the job i to the total workload of i.
Considering atomic operation, a job cannot be arbitrary divided. Integrity requirements
are used to make sure that a task is not smaller than an atomic operation. Therefore, each
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execution container should be assigned the task with workload larger than wi  i. Ti
specifies the latency requirement of the job i. Assume all the containers are started and
terminated at the same time, to ensure the job i finished within required time latency, the
minimum required capacity for the resource should be at least Cvi .
Cvi =
wi
Ti
(5.1)
We use the widely accepted energy consumption model used in existing work.
Total energy consumption for a physical node j consists of baseline power Ps and oper-
ation power Po. The operation power is proportional to the workload Wj assigned to the
physical node j.
Ps + Po Wj (5.2)
Even when a physical node is completely idle, it still consumes certain amount of baseline
power up to 70% of its peak power for maintaining memory, disk and other basic oper-
ations [126]. Using awake physical machines could save energy by avoiding additional
baseline power consumption.
When some virtual applications have been deployed in a data center, the remaining
physical resources on physical nodes are chopped into fragments. The size of containers
can be dynamically adjusted based on available resources that makes it more possible to fit
into the physical machines with limited resources than Hypervisor based VMs. However,
to deploy each execution container, additional energy and physical resources2 are con-
sumed for embedding necessary bins/libraries. Therefore, it is possible that using many
2Note that the energy and resources consumed by maintaining containers’ bins/libraries are much small-
er than maintaining Hypervisor based VMs [88].
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active physical machines consumes more energy than waking up a few inactive physical
machines. In addition, we consider existing libraries and bins on the physical machines
and library layering of containers to further save memory space and energy consumption.
Pallet containers request physical resources independently to minimize the total
energy consumption for their individual service or application. Here, the total energy
consumption includes execution energy consumption and communication energy con-
sumption between the pallet container and execution containers.
Uexe + Ucom (5.3)
Uexe represents the execution energy consumption that consists of the baseline
power consumption for waking up an inactive physical node, the container maintenance
consumption, e.g. building and maintaining the supporting bins/libraries, and the actually
power spent for executing assigned tasks.
Uexe =
X
j
((Ps  sj + Po  cbij)  xij + Po  pij  wi) (5.4)
sj indicates the sleep/awake status of a physical machine j. cbij is the power con-
sumption for building a container for application i on physical machine j. We use a binary
variable xij (Equation (5.5)) to represent if a container for the service/application i is em-
bedded on a physical server j. pij is the portion of job i assigned to the physical machine
j, and wi is the total workload of job i.
xij =
8>><>>:
1; if a container for the service i is assigned to
physical node j
0; otherwise
(5.5)
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The communication energy consumption Ucom describes the energy consumed for
data exchanges between the pallet container and each execution container, and is propor-
tional to the distance between two containers. We model the communication cost for a
service/application as:
Ucom =
X
j
ljk  fjk (5.6)
ljk is the length of the overlay link between k and j if fjk amount of traffic passes through
this overlay link. Note the amount of total received traffic of the pallet container k is the
sum of fjk
We want to minimize the utility function Equation (5.3) by determining where
to place the containers xij and how much workload pij to be executed on the container.
When requesting the physical resources, the pallet container aims to minimize the utility
function:
MinfUexe + Ucomg
= Minf
X
j
((Ps  sj + Po  cbij)  xij + Po  pij  wi) +
X
j
X
k
ljk  fjkg (5.7)
while satisfying a set of constraints as followings:
8j 2 Np : pij  wi < cpj (5.8)
8j 2 Np : fjk < bpjk (5.9)
8j 2 Np :
X
j
pij = 1 (5.10)
8i 2 Gvi ; j 2 Np : 0  pij  1 (5.11)
8i 2 Gvi ; j 2 Np : jpij  wi   ij  0 (5.12)
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8i 2 Gvi :
X
j
pij  wi  Cvi (5.13)
8i 2 Gvi ; j 2 Np : xij  pij (5.14)X
j
fjk  
X
j
fkj =
X
j
pij  bij  
X
j
yij  bij; (5.15)
Constraint (5.8) guarantees that the assigned resources will not exceed the available re-
sources on a physical node j. Constraint (5.10) ensures every portion of the task has been
allocated. Constraint (5.11) checks the lower bound and upper bound of partitions. Con-
straint (5.13) exams if the minimum required resources are allocated to the job i so that i
could be completed within desired time. Constraint (5.14) builds the relationship between
variable xij and pij . Flow conservation (5.15) checks flow balance on each link. Here bij
is the amount of traffic between the execution container on physical node j and the pallet
container for application i. We assume bij proportional to the amount of workload pij on
physical node j.
5.2.2 Algorithm
When a large number of services/applications with varying workloads and de-
mands are deployed in a data center, a centralized manager that takes charge of all the
resource allocation and container management work may have some problem in scalabil-
ity and security. To deal with this problem, pallet container for each service/application
would compute in distributed manner to acquire resources and manage containers. They
do not have a comprehensive global view about the data center. They only try to minimize
its own energy consumption based on their limited knowledge. However, through the u-
tility function Equation 5.7, the number of fragments is expected to be reduced and the
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global resource utilization could be improved. In addition, the pallet container start with
searching its local region, and incrementally extend the searching area to nearby regions.
The distributed resource allocation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Energy Efficient Container Placement (EE-CP)
Input: physical network topology in region(s) Gpr(Npr ); Resource allocation request
Gvi (c
v
i ; w
v
i ; ti); A set of neighbor region IDs setn
Output: Allocation decision xij , pij for job i
1: query physical nodes in Npr for current available resources and workload Cj
2: solve the objective function (5.7) under constraints (5.10) - (5.15)
3: if there is a feasible solution fxij; pijg then
4: for physical node j that xij == 1 do
5: send a resource request to physical node j for the amount of pij  cvi resources
6: receive response from physical node j, and record the results xrij in setr
7: end for
8: for every result resultj in setr do
9: if resultj is accept then
10: build an execution container on physical node j, and a connection between j
and the pallet container
11: record xij and pij into directoryi
12: Npr = N
p
r   j,Cj   pij  cvi
13: else
14: record pij into setu
15: Npr = N
p
r   j
16: end if
17: end for
18: end if
19: if setr is not null, and setu is not null then
20: Npr = N
p
r
S
setn, setn =
S
setn’s neighbors
21: call EE-CP(Npr ; G
v
i ; setn)
22: end if
As shown in Algorithm 5, a pallet container only checks physical nodes in the re-
gion that it is located about their available resources, and solves the optimization problem
based on the physical nodes’ available resources and the workload of this application.
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It then sends resource requests to selected physical nodes based on the solution. If the
request has been approved, an execution container will be built on the selected physical
node, and the physical node would be marked as used. If the request has been reject-
ed, this physical node would be marked as infeasible and this part of workload would be
recorded into a new set. When all the portion of the job has been processed, and there
are still some tasks that have not be successfully mapped, the search will be extended to
a larger scale including nearby regions.
5.3 Evaluations
Table 9: Parameter Setting
Parameter Values
Probability of sleep/awake status 0.8
Range for physical capacity [25, 30]
Portion of available physical resources [0, 0.5]
Size of each Hypervisor based VM 25
Size of each library 2.5
Number of physical nodes [5, 40]
Number of Hypervisor based VM [3, 8]
Total workload of each application [50,80]
We compare the performance of adaptive container based resource allocation and
static Hypervisor based VM placement, with respect to total energy cost and acceptance
ratio using various parameter settings.
We randomly generate the substrate network including a group of physical ma-
chines and overlay links between physical machines using NetworkX [86]. The status of
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each physical node is randomly determined to be awake with an probability of 0.8. Each
physical node is randomly assigned a value between [20, 35] to indicate its maximum
available resource following uniform distribution. To examine the impact of the available
resources on energy consumption, we randomly deduct a portion of available resources
of each physical node to simulate the initial resource usage. The deducted portion is
randomly decided following uniform distribution between [0; ]. Here we set  as 0.5.
In addition, we randomly set the type for each physical server. The type of the server
indicates of the differences between available libraries of the physical machines and the
required libraries of the application. When the type of physical server and the type of
the application is n, the necessary libraries that need to be deployed for the container is
n  average size of each library. We assume the average size of each library is 2:5, and
the size of a VM is 25. Parameters used in this chapter is summarized in Table 9.
We first validate our algorithm by comparing it with the optimal solution of VM
placement. The number of physical nodes in this set of evaluations changes from 5 to 40,
while the number of virtual nodes to be embedded is fixed to 5. The total workload of
each application is randomly determined between [50,80].
As presented in Figure [24](a), the VM with fixed requirements on computational
and network may not be able to be embedded into the physical network when the num-
ber of available physical nodes is small, while container based resource allocation could
always properly allocates enough resources for the application. The container based re-
source allocation also outperforms VM placement in total cost as shown in Figure [24](b).
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Figure 24: Comparison for varied number of physical machines
The total cost of provisioning resources for VMs is around 450, while the cost for con-
tainer based resource allocation is around than 250. This cost saving mainly comes from
the memory size savings.
We also examine the impact of the number of VMs in Figure [25](a) and (b).
Here, we vary the number of VMs from 3 to 8. The more VMs to be embedded for the
application, the more redundant memory to be used for building the guest OS, and the
more total cost for the VM embedding. As presented in Figure [25](a), when the number
of VMs increases from 3 to 8, the total cost increases from 376 to 612. However, when to
satisfy the QoS requirement of the same application but with a smaller number of VMs,
each VMs would demand more physical resources. This would increase the difficulties
to embed the VMs, especially when the physical resources are limited. Figure [25](b)
draws when the number of VMs is 3, the acceptance ratio is only 45%. To ensure the
acceptance ratio more than 95%, this work should be spread to at least 5 VMs. Container
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Figure 25: Comparison for varied number of virtual machines
based resource allocation could dynamically adapt the number of containers and adjust
the size of each container. Therefore, it could achieve a relative high acceptance ratio with
minimum total cost.
5.4 Summary
We have designed a framework for dynamic resource allocation for container
based VMs and proposed a resource allocation algorithm to minimize the provision-
ing cost while preserving applications requirements on QoS. In our framework, a pallet
container tracks application execution status and adaptively manages allocated resources
based on applications real time workload. Multiple execution containers are managed
by the pallet container and cooperate toward the applications’ jobs. We consider the
awake/sleep status of physical nodes, and available libraries and bins on each physical
nodes to minimize the baseline cost and reduce the redundant cost to build the guest OS.
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Comparisons with static Hypervisor based VM placement shows that the dynamic con-
tainer based VMs has a smaller cost with a higher acceptance ratio.
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CHAPTER 6
ACHIEVING OPTIMAL CONTENT DELIVERY USING CLOUD STORAGE
While traditional Content Distribution Networks (CDNs), such as Akamai [2]
and Limelight Networks [75], can be expensive for moderate-size content providers, and
building and managing a CDN infrastructure is becoming increasingly difficult [21], the
advent of cloud-based content storage and delivery services provides an economical alter-
native for those content providers. By outsourcing the tasks of maintaining and delivering
a large number of contents to cloud storage providers, content providers, who are also
the cloud users, can significantly cut down their expenditures on building and managing
a storage infrastructure ( [5, 21, 52]). This economic variation of content placement and
delivery attracts a renewed interest on content distribution strategies.
As with traditional CDNs, content providers that use cloud storage are committed
to satisfy content users’ demands within a reasonable response time. In order to reduce
this latency, content providers can disseminate objects on cloud storage servers dispersed
in a network near their users. On the other hand, while emphasizing the content users’ ex-
perience as an overriding concern, content providers also need to consider the expenditure
of cloud storage services that is charged on the occupied storage space and traffic volume
according to cloud storage providers’ polices, such as Amazon Simple Storage Service
(S3) [5] and Google Cloud Storage [52]. While replicating objects on cloud servers can
lower the cost caused by content delivery traffic by cutting down repetitive transmissions,
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it, however, raises the cost of additional storage space on cloud servers. This opens a new
challenge to design algorithms that could optimize latency as well as cloud storage cost
through replicating contents on proper locations.
Various algorithms have been proposed to optimize content delivery that can be
mainly categorized as Latency-Minimization (LM) algorithms and Traffic-Minimization
(TM) algorithms, according to their optimization aims. The LM algorithms focus on the
optimization of latency; while the TM algorithms concern on the optimization of traffic
consumed by the delivery of contents in backbone networks.
In Chapter 6, we argue that considering the traffic volume together with latency
performance under the constraint on storage cost is crucial for economic and efficient
content delivery service for content providers using cloud services. We have first formu-
lated the joint traffic-latency optimization problem, and proved its NP-completeness. We
then develop an efficient light-weight approximation algorithm, named Traffic-Latency-
Minimization (TLM) algorithm, to solve the optimization problem with theoretical prov-
able upper bound for its performance. To limit the frequency of updates to the origin
server with local changes such as users interests shift, we also extend our TLM algorith-
m in a distributed manner. We provide the theoretical analysis for time complexity and
space complexity of the TLM algorithm, that are O(mnlog(n)), and O(mn) respectively,
where m is the number of proxy servers and n is the number of objects. Unlike most
previous works, our algorithm employs fixable and practical conditions that relax many
assumptions on parameters such as object size, object request probability, the storage ca-
pacity, and the number of requests. Simulation results and experiments show that the
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performance is near optimal for most of the practical conditions.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We formulate our network
model and traffic-latency optimization problem, and prove the hardness of the problem in
Section 6.1. We describe our proposed approximation algorithm TLM in both a central-
ized and a distributed manners, as well as its analysis in Section 6.2. The performance
evaluations and comparisons of TLM with prior algorithms are presented in Section 6.3.
The concluding remarks are given in Section 6.4.
6.1 Problem Formulation
Origin serverO
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P Proxy server
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Q P h C Clientuery us
P
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Response
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Figure 26: Push vs. pull: The origin server pushes some objects to proxy servers. Content
user queries objects from the proxy server. A proxy server will pull from the origin server
or another cooperative proxy server if it doesn’t have the requested objects.
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Table 10: Notation Used
Notation Explanation
m The number of proxy servers
n The number of objects
i Index of proxy servers, also indicates the service area for
server i, i = 1; 2; : : : ;m
ci The maximum storage space on proxy server i
j Index of objects, j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
dij The distance from proxy server i to its nearest replica of
object j
i Total number of requests in area i
pij Probability that object j will be queried in area i
sj Size of object j
xij Decision variable for pushing object i to proxy server j
 Coefficient to balance the weight for latency and data traffic
ij Cost for pulling object j to respond the requests for object j
in area i
mn Total cost for a simple pull strategy withm proxy servers and
n objects, mn =
Pm
i=1
Pn
j=1 ij
fij Cost saved by pushing object j to proxy server i. fij could be
positive or negative
Fmn Total cost for push-pull strategy withm proxy servers and n
objects, including latency and data traffic cost
As a traditional content distribution network consists of a central origin server and
multiple proxy servers, a content distribution network over a cloud storage is comprised
of an origin server and multiple proxy servers on a cloud network. The proxy servers are
connected with the origin server and/or other proxy servers, as illustrated in Figure 26.
In order to shorten the latency experienced by the final content users, some objects are
replicated on a proxy server, also called a replica, in advance near the users. Moreover,
in order to improve the content users’ experience, proxy servers may cooperate with each
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other so that they can download objects from others rather than from the origin server.
The proxy servers that are connected by a direct overlay link can communicate with each
other, called neighbors. We assume that the origin server has a sufficient capacity to store
all n objects whose sizes are s1; s2; : : : ; sn. However, the storage capacity on each proxy
server i (i = 1; 2; : : : ;m) is limited due to the cost on the cloud storage space, which
makes it impossible to replicate all n objects on each proxy server i; (i = 1; 2; : : : ;m).
Thus, we need a salient distribution strategy to decide if it is better to replicate object j
on proxy server i in advance. Notations used in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 are summarized in
Table 10.
6.1.1 The Push-Pull Model
In our model, each proxy server takes charge of one area of service, which can
be assigned according to geographic locations or domains as in [123]. Content users in
area i will directly request and download objects from the proxy server i. For simplicity
of our discussion, we denote a proxy as if there is only one proxy server per one area. In
practice, an origin server may be a server farm, and more than one proxy server may be in
charge of one area. In such a case, the sum of proxy servers’ storage space for area i can
be used as ci. Notice that cloud storage requires multiple replication based on predefined
replication factor. The available storage space will be the actual storage size divided by
the replication factor. Here, we assume that the same replication factor will be applied for
all the contents, and use ci as the available storage space for distinct contents. The issue of
necessary number of proxy servers in an area has been studied in [112,113]. Additionally,
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servers in a data center are typically clustered and situated in a close location, resulting in
little difference in delay to a user from any of the servers in a farm.
In satisfying content users’ requests, two typical schemes can be considered for
content distribution, a push-based scheme and a pull-based scheme. In a push-based
scheme, objects are replicated into proxy servers prior to requests until a proxy server’s
storage limitation is reached. This distribution procedure is referred to as a push. When
requests arise for those pushed objects, a proxy server will directly serve the content users
without involving other cloud servers. On the other hand, no object is replicated into the
proxy servers in advance under a pull-based scheme. When proxy servers receive queries
for the un-pushed objects, they will forward the query and download the requested objects
from the nearest source that could be either the origin server or another cooperative proxy
server. This procedure is specified as a pull. By disseminating objects in advance, a push-
based scheme shortens the retrieval latency of object j; while a pull-based scheme reduces
traffic volume by eliminating object downloads that would never be requested. In order to
optimize both latency cost and traffic cost, we consider a content delivery scheme that is
the combination of a push-based scheme and a pull-based scheme. This push-pull scheme
is expected to properly determine which objects should be pushed and which should be
pulled, so that both the push-based scheme and pull-based scheme are used to their best
advantages. We formulate the push-pull scheme in Section 6.1.2 as an optimization prob-
lem and solve it with our Traffic-Latency-Minimization (TLM) algorithm in Section 6.2.
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6.1.2 The Push-Pull Optimization Problem
We point out that we focus on the performance within a distribution cloud network
and do not compute the latency and traffic costs between a proxy server and the final con-
tent users. In fact, those costs will not be impacted by the content distribution strategies,
since each content user is directly served by a fixed proxy server according to the users’
location. Therefore, our problem is to minimize the total cost, that includes the latency
cost and the traffic cost between cloud servers, to satisfy all the requests from content
users.
From the content providers’ point of view, the overriding concerning is to ensure
the content users’ experience; however, it is also significant to reduce costs for maintain-
ing and delivering contents. Therefore, the costs for content delivery over cloud storage
should include latency cost, which is related to the experience of final content users, and
the traffic cost that is the main characteristic to estimate the expenditure for cloud service.
The latency in area i to obtain object j corresponds with the distance dij between
proxy server i and its nearest replica of j. dij could be either spacial, such as the number
of hops as used in [67, 71] or temporal, such as the average round trip time that can be
predicted with the methods proposed in [80, 105]. The latency from a proxy server to
different users may vary depending on a user’s access network and the path. However, in
this chapter, we focus on the latency from the location of a requested objects to the proxy
server that directly serve a final user, and omit the latency from this proxy server to the
final user. The related discussion about latency from proxy servers to final users can be
found in [65].
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When a request is raised for object j in area i, if j has already been pushed into
the proxy server i, proxy server i can respond immediately without involving any extra
latency. However, if object j has not been replicated on proxy server i in advance, proxy
server i needs to pull object j from either the origin server or another cooperative proxy
server that results in an additional latency cost dij for each request for object j in area i.
Assume the total number of requests for object j in area i is the product of i, which is
the total number of requests in area i, and pij , which is the probability that object j will
be queried in area i, then the expectation of the total latency cost in area i is dijpiji for
un-pushed object j. We highlight that the request patterns are heterogeneous depending
on the area, which means we introduce various i and pij in a different service area i. It
is more practical than the assumption of a fixed request pattern used in previous studies
such as [10, 67].
On the other hand, sj that is the size of object j is utilized to estimate the traffic
cost. Furthermore, if object j has been pushed to the proxy servers, the amount of sj is
appended to the traffic cost for each replica of object j. Otherwise, the amount of sj is
added for each query for object j.
We use a matrixX to present an allocation of replicas with the push-pull strategy,
and each element xij in X indicates whether object j should be pushed to a proxy server
i or not.
xij =
(
1; Object j is pushed on proxy server i
0; Object j is not pushed on proxy server i
(6.1)
Now, the expectation of accumulated latency in a cloud storage networks using
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the push-pull strategy can be represented as:
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
(1  xij)dijipij (6.2)
and the total traffic volume for this network can be formulated as:
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
(xijsj + (1  xij)sjipij) (6.3)
As we consider the costs of both latency and traffic, we use a coefficient  to
balance the influence of latency and traffic costs to satisfy various application and per-
formance requirements. Then, our objective is to minimize this weighted total cost of
latency and traffic for this network when using the push-pull strategy under the storage
constraints.
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
(1  xij)dijipij + 
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
(xijsj + (1  xij)sjipij) (6.4)
subject to storage constraints:
nX
j=1
xijsj  ci; i = 1; 2; : : : ;m (6.5)
To solve this optimization problem, we simplify Eq. (6.4) and obtain
min(
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
(dijipij + sjipij   xij(dijipij + sjipij   sj))) (6.6)
Eq. (6.6) can be further derived as:
min
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
(ij   xijfij) (6.7)
where ij = dijipij + sjipij and fij = dijipij + sjipij   sj . Note that ij
denotes the weighted total cost for un-pushed object j in area i, and fij represents the
relative saved cost by pushing object j to proxy server i.
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When i that is the number of requests in area i, popularity pij for object j in
area i, distance dij from the nearest replica of object j to the proxy i and size sj for
object j are determined, the weighted total cost of the simple pull strategy by which no
object is replicated on the proxy server in advance, will not be impacted by the replica
allocation. Therefore we denote mn =
Pm
i=1
Pn
j=1 ij as the weighted total cost for a
simple pull cloud storage network withm proxy servers and n objects when every request
is responded to by pulling. Then, the optimization problem described in Eq. (6.4) is
equivalent to
max
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
(xijfij) (6.8)
subject to storage constraints:
nX
j=1
xijsj  ci; i = 1; 2; : : : ;m (6.9)
where fij is utilized to signify the cost saving by pushing object j to proxy server i. In
addition, fij could be positive or negative. fij > 0 means that pushing object j to proxy
server i can reduce the weighted total cost, while fij < 0 suggests that pushing object j
to proxy server i will increase the cost. When fij = 0, pushing object j to proxy server i
cannot save the weighted total cost, but takes up additional storage space on proxy server
i that results in increased cloud storage cost. Thus, we only consider the object j with a
positive fij as a candidate to be pushed on proxy server j.
Consider the special cases of Eq. (6.4). When  is set to 0, it is reduced to a
simple latency minimization problem when  is set to 0. It is reduced to a simple traffic
minimization problem, when  is set to a large number, such as 100 or 1000, assuming
that latency cost and traffic cost are with the same order of magnitude.
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6.1.3 Hardness of the Problem
As we presented in Section 6.1.2, our aim is to optimize the weighted total cost
of latency and traffic under the storage constraints by solving the optimization problem
Eq. (6.4) subject to Eq. (6.5), named the push-pull optimization problem. As we illustrated
in Section 6.1.2, Eq. (6.4) is equivalent to Eq. (6.8) that we named the push-pull equivalent
problem. We demonstrate the NP-completeness of the push-pull equivalent problem by
using the well-know Knapsack problem and considering a special case of the push-pull
equivalent problem, so that we prove the hardness of the push-pull optimization problem.
Before we present the NP-completeness of the push-pull equivalent problem, we first re-
state this push-pull equivalent problem as well as the push-pull optimization problem and
the Knapsack problem.
Push-pull optimization problem: Given a set of n objects with varying sizes s1; s2; : : : ; sn,
varying locations and the probability that they will be queried, the problem is to figure out
whether there is any allocation X , with which the weighted total cost of a push-pull s-
trategy over cloud storage is less than a constant value F , and the total size of the objects
pushed to proxy server i is smaller than ci; i = 1; 2; : : : ;m as in Eq. (6.5) or not.
Push-pull equivalent problem: Given a set of n objects with varying sizes s1; s2; : : : ; sn,
varying locations and the probability that they will be queried, the problem is to figure out
if there is a group of object j, by pushing which to certain proxy server i, the amount of
the weighted total cost of a simple pull network over cloud storage can be saved more
than a constant value F  mn, and the total size of objects pushed to the proxy server i
is smaller than ci; i = 1; 2; : : : ;m as in Eq. (6.9), where mn is the weighted total cost
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of the simple pull network withm proxy servers and n objects.
Knapsack problem: Assume a set of n items with varying weightsw1; w2; : : : ; wn,
and values v1; v2; : : : ; vn. The problem is to determine whether or not there is any subset
of these n items so that the total weight of this subset is no more than a given limit W
while the total value is larger than V .
We consider a special case of the push-pull equivalent problem, where we have
only one proxy server 1 with the storage capacity c1. We need to determine the group of
objects to be pushed on the proxy server 1 so that the weighted total cost can be saved
more than a constant F   mn. Because the original push-pull problem equivalent is
more complex than this special case, if the special case is proved to be NP-complete,
the original problem is NP-complete, and the original push-pull optimization problem is
NP-complete as well.
First, it is easy to prove that the special case of the push-pull equivalent problem
belongs to NP. Any object allocation can be examined if it is a feasible solution that the
weighted total cost is saved more than F   mn and it meets the storage constraint in
polynomial time. Next, we prove that the Knapsack problem, that is a well known NP-
complete problem, can be reduced to the special case of the push-pull equivalent problem
in polynomial time. By letting weight wj correspond to size sj of object j and value
vj correspond to the cost saving f1j of pushing object j to proxy server 1, this means
wj = sj and vj = f1j . Let the weight limitation W correspond to storage constraint
c1 while the value limitation V corresponds to the weighted total cost saved by pushing
object (F  mn), whereW = c1 and V = (F  mn), the Knapsack problem is reduced
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to our push-pull problem. Therefore, if the solution of the Knapsack problem is known,
the corresponding set of objects is a solution of the push-pull equivalent problem as well
as the solution for the push-pull optimization problem.
6.2 Approximation Algorithm
In this section, we develop an approximation algorithm toward an optimal solu-
tion of the push-pull optimization problem, and then we establish a theoretical efficiency
bound and produce a performance analysis for this approximation algorithm.
As we demonstrated in Section 6.1.2, the weighted total cost of a push-pull net-
work over cloud storage is equal to the weighted total cost of a simple pull network sub-
tracting the cost saved by pushing a group of objects. Thus, we can solve the push-pull
optimization problem by determining a group of objects, so that the weight total cost
saved can be maximized by pushing them to proxy servers in advance.
One naı¨ve heuristic algorithm could be choosing the objects in the decreasing
order of fij , which is the amount of saved weighted total cost for pushing object j to
proxy server i. However, this does not best utilize the storage toward the maximum saved
weighted total cost in Eq. (6.8), or in other words, the minimum weighted total cost in
Eq. (6.4).
Instead, we design an approximation algorithm that selects objects that can max-
imize saving the weighted total cost while occupying a small storage space. We first
compute
rij = fij=sj (6.10)
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Storage capacity : c1 = 8
Object 1: s1 = 3, fi1= 4(a) Object 2: s2 = 3, fi2= 3
Object 3: s3 = 8, fi3 = 7.5(b)
Figure 27: ri1 = 1:33; ri2 = 1; ri3 = 0:94: Pushing object 1 and 2 with the lowest ratio
ri1 and ri2(case (a)) is worse than pushing object 3 (case (b)).
, which is the ratio of the push-pull cost saved for pushing object j to proxy server i and
the size of object j. Then, the objects with the highest ratio will be pushed to proxy server
i while the space is allowed within the storage constraint as in Eq. (6.5).
We observe that using only the ratio rij to determine whether pushing object j to
proxy server i may not be a good solution in some scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 27.
In this occasion, a proxy server i has an available storage amount of ci = 8, and there
are three objects, (object 1,2, and 3) with decreased rij (ri1 = 1:33; ri2 = 1; ri3 = 0:94).
Proxy server i cannot replicate all the three objects due to the storage limitation. There-
fore, the problem turns into the selection of objects to be replicated. Suppose the sizes
and the push-pull cost differences for objects 1, 2, and 3 are (s1 = 3; fi1 = 4), (s2 =
3; fi2 = 3), and (s3 = 8; fi3 = 7:5), respectively. If we push objects according to the
ratio of push-pull cost differences to the size, object 1 and object 2 will be replicated to
proxy server i in advance. However, under this case, 2 units of spare room in the cache
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will be left, which is not enough for other objects to be replicated in this proxy server.
Therefore, the weighted total cost is mn   7 according to Eq. (6.8) and Eq. (6.10),
where mn =
P3
j=1 ij . On the other hand, if object 3 is chosen to be pushed, all the
space has been efficiently used, and the weighted total cost is mn   7:5 that is smaller
than pushing object 1 and object 2.
This problem can be addressed by comparing the weighted total cost of objects
with the highest rij that can be pushed, subject to a storage constraint with the cost of
the first object that cannot be pushed. By adding this comparison, the weighted total
cost of the modified algorithm will be bounded less than mn   12
P
j2OptSet fij , while
the optimal total cost is mn  
P
j2OptSet fij . Based on this observation, we propose an
approximation algorithm, named the Traffic-Latency-Minimization (TLM) algorithm as
depicted in Algorithm 6.
As described in Algorithm 6, we first calculate fij , the saved weighted cost by
pushing object j to proxy server i and rij , the ratio of fij and the object size sj for each
object j. We further compute the weighted total cost for a simple pull network over
cloud storage with these m proxy servers and n objects. Then, we sort the objects in
descending order according to their rij and push the objects with positive rij until the
storage limitation of proxy server j has been reached. When there is not enough space for
object j in proxy server i, we compare the saved weighted total cost of all already pushed
objects with the possible saved cost of pushing object j, if pushing object j can save more,
we remove pushed objects on proxy server i until there is enough space to replicate object
j; otherwise, we do nothing and move to the next object.
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Algorithm 6 TLM approximation algorithm - runs on origin server
for every proxy server i 2 f1; 2; : : : ;mg
Calculate fij and rij for each object j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng;
Sort rij in descending order and record corresponding indices in array
h;
Calculate total cost of system TotalCost = TotalCost+
Pn
j=1 ij;
Keep a record of the weighted total cost for a simple pull system
mn = mn +
Pn
j=1 ij;
for index 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng
j = h[index];
if (rij > 0 AND sj  available storage on i)
Put j into PushSeti;
TotalCost = TotalCost  fij;
else if (rij > 0 AND sj > available storage on i)
if (mn   fij < TotalCost AND sj  ci)
Keep removing the last element in PushSeti till there
is enough room for j;
Update TotalCost;
Put j into PushSeti;
end if
else if rij  0
Break;
end if
end for
end for
Next, we prove the bounded quality of our approximation algorithm.
Theorem 1. The upper bound of the TLM approximation algorithm ismn 12
P
j2OptSet fij ,
if the optimal total cost is mn  
P
j2OptSet fij .
Proof. Suppose a list of objects j, j = 1; 2; : : : ; n are sorted in a descending order ac-
cording to rij the ratio of fij , saved weighted total costs if pushing object j on proxy
server i and object size sj . In the list, object 1 has the largest ratio ri1, which means
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Object 1 Object 2 Object (L!1)…(a)
Object L(b)
Figure 28: In TLM, either object 1; : : : ; L   1; (L > 1) or object L can be pushed to a
proxy server.
Object L
Obj 1 Obj 2 Obj (L 1)ect ect ect !…
Figure 29: The upper bound of optimal solution
pushing object 1 to proxy server i reduces the most cost per bit up to s1 bits; while object
n has the smallest ratio rin, which indicates pushing object n reduces the least of the cost
per bit when taking up to sn bits space. Without loss of generality, we only consider the
objects with ratios rij larger than 0, which means the optimal solution is to push all of
these objects in order to minimize total weighted cost of the system. However, the total
size of those objects can be larger than the storage space in the proxy server. Therefore,
we push objects one by one according to the sorted order until the storage constraint of
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proxy server i is reached.
As is shown in figure 28, we assume that object L is the first object that cannot be
pushed into proxy server i subjected to a storage constraint of i. If objects can be divided
into pieces, pushing fobject 1, object 2,. . . , object (L 1)g and a fraction of object L will
provide the smallest total cost
mn  
L 1X
j=1
fij  
ci  
PL 1
j=1 sj
sL
fiL (6.11)
which is described in Figure 29. However, objects cannot be partitioned in our push-
pull optimization problem. Thus, the optimum result of our optimization problem cannot
surpass that of the fractional optimization problem. Suppose OptSet is the object set of
the optimal solution for non-fractional optimization problem, the weighted total cost of
this set is
mn  
X
j2OptSet
fij (6.12)
that will not be smaller than the cost in Eq. (6.11).
According to our algorithm, if
PL 1
j=1 fij  fiL, object 1, object 2,. . . , object (L 
1)will be pushed into the proxy server i; otherwise, object Lwill be pushed into the proxy
server i. Then, we have either
PL 1
j=1 fij  12
P
j2OptSet fij or fiL 
ci 
PL 1
j=1 sj
sL
fiL 
1
2
P
j2OptSet fij Therefore, the weighted total cost of our algorithm is
minfmn  
L 1X
j=1
fij;mn   fiLg (6.13)
from which the upper bound of our algorithm can be derived as
mn   1
2
X
j2OptSet
fij (6.14)
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We now discuss the time and space complexity of the proposed algorithm. The
algorithm computes PushSeti for each proxy server i 2 1; 2; : : : ;m. In each iteration,
ratios rij are sorted in O(nlog(n)) time. Therefore, the total time complexity of the
approximation algorithm is O(mnlog(n)).
On the other hand, O(n) storage space is needed in order to sort the ratios and
record the PushSeti for each proxy server i 2 1; 2; : : : ;m. However, because iterations
are executed serially, theO(n) storage space for sorting can be reclaimed in each iteration.
Meanwhile, considering m proxy servers, the space required for m PushSeti is O(mn).
Thus, the total space complexity of the proposed approximation algorithm is O(mn).
Note that the approximation algorithm can be further improved with the upper bound as
mn   (1   ")
P
j2OptSet fij , where " > 0, but with an increased time complexity of
O(mnlog(1
"
) + m 1
"4
), and an increased space complexity of O(mn + m 1
"3
) as proved
in [72].
Finally, driven by the requirement of offloading the work of origin server and
backbone networks, the proposed approximation algorithm can be implemented in a dis-
tributed manner as depicted in Algorithm 7. The Distributed Traffic-Latency-Minimization
(DTLM) algorithm is running on each proxy server to enable proxy servers to dynamical-
ly adjust the distribution of replica so that economically and efficiently server the content
users’ requirements without burdening the origin server.
As presented in Algorithm 7, each proxy server i first calculates the PushSeti
that includes the objects to be pushed on proxy server i, based on the assumption that the
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Algorithm 7 DTLM approximation algorithm - runs on each proxy server
Initialize the distance dij for each object j as the distance from origin
server to local;
Initialize the location of each object j as origin server;
Calculate the fij and rij for each object j;
Sort rij in descending order and record corresponding indices in array h;
Calculate the PushSeti according to rij and current dij;
Update the location for objects in PushSeti as local;
Inform cooperative-proxy server about current PushSeti;
While (receive PushSeti0 from cooperative proxy server i0)
For each objects k in received cooperate-proxy server’s PushSeti0;
If distance from proxy server i0 to local is nearer than dij;
update dij as the distance from proxy server i0 to local;
record the location of object k as proxy server i0;
End if
End for
For each objects j
If (Location is proxy server i0) AND (Not in PushSet0i)
Update the distance dij as the distance from origin server
to local;
Update the location of object j as origin server;
End if
End for
Recalculate the fij and rij for each object j;
Recalculate the PushSeti according to updated rij and current dij;
Inform cooperate-proxy server updated PushSeti;
End while
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nearest replica is on the origin server. After that, proxy server i informs its cooperative
proxy servers about PushSeti and meanwhile notified by its cooperative proxy servers
about their PushSet0i. Then proxy server i may update the distance dij between the n-
earest replica of object j and proxy server i if j is in PushSet0i, and recomputes a new
PushSeti by using updated distance dij . By continuously exchanging the PushSeti with
the cooperative proxy server and recompute the PushSeti based on PushSet0i received
from cooperative proxy server, proxy server i can gradually approach the optimal solution
that has a minimum weighted total cost of the push-pull network. The space complexity
of DTLM is O(n) on each proxy server. Limited rounds of control messages are ex-
changed only among neighbors with their lists of objects. Upon receiving messages from
neighbors, O(nlog(n)) of the time complexity is spent.
6.3 Evaluations
In this section, we conduct extensive performance evaluations of our proposed ap-
proximation algorithms, TLM, and its distributed version, DTLM, using both simulations
with parameters from practices and experiments on a real network.
6.3.1 Simulations
We first describe the parameters used for simulations. In our simulation, a proxy
server i is randomly endowed with a different storage capacity ci, the mean of which is
set to 25% of the total object size to obtain an ideal CDN utility and hit ratio [103]. Also,
each object is associated with a size sj that is retrieved from real .avi files, which range
from 1.28 MB to 41.8 GB. Each object has its probability of being requested in each area,
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Table 11: Parameter Setting for Simulations
Parameter Values
m Number of proxy servers,m = 10
ci  normal distribution N(0:25  jGB, 1GB2)
n Varies in the range of [100; 200; : : : ; 1000]
sj Sizes of real media files, range in [1.28MB 41.800GB]
pij  Zipf distribution Z(1; n)
 0.5
dij  normal distribution N(10 hops, 5 hops2). 15 ms per hop.
i  normal distribution N(200 requests, 100 requests2)
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Figure 30: Comparison for varied number of objects (simulation with real object sizes)
following a Zipf distribution. In particular, the probability of object j to be demanded
in area i is 1=kij
Hn;1
.1 The cost coefficient  in (6.4) is set to balance the traffic volume and
latency requirements. In Figures 30 and 31, we set  as 0.5 so that the requirements of
traffic volume and latency are of equal weights. We then show how  can be used for
different requirements in Figure 32. The parameters used in this simulation are described
in Table 11.
1k is the rank of the decreasing probability list of objects, out of [1; n], where n is the number of objects.
Hn;1 is the nth harmonic number. Hn;1 = 1 + 1=2 + 1=3 + :::+ 1=n:
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We compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with other existing algo-
rithms that minimize traffic volume – referred to as the Traffic-Minimization (TM) algo-
rithm – as in [18], and that minimize latency – referred to as the Latency-Minimization
(LM) algorithm – as in [67], respectively. In [18], the objects are replaced dynamically
with the highest global utility in the proxy servers that can be referred to as a pull-based
scheme; meanwhile, in a push-based scheme such as [67], the objects are replicated ac-
cording to their popularity and transmission distance.
Figures 30 (a), (b) and (c) compare the total cost of the traffic overhead and the
latency overhead of three algorithms, respectively, as the number of objects increases. We
have varied the total number of objects ranging from 100 to 1000 as in [65, 67, 74, 107].
In Figure 30 (a), we observe the total cost of the proposed algorithm, TLM, and
the compared algorithms, BM and LM. It shows that the proposed TLM and DTLM uses
the lowest cost, and outperforms BM and LM algorithms that consider traffic volume
or latency individually, especially as the demand increases. When we investigate the
individual performance of traffic and latency, the proposed TLM and DTLM algorithm
achieves a good tradeoff between traffic volume and latency, and is closer to the lowest,
as shown in Figures 30 (b) and (c). We observe that, TLM performs slightly better than
DTLM. That is because the origin server has the complete knowledge of the placements of
each object’s replica; while proxy servers in DTLM only have limited knowledge shared
from neighbors. On the other hand, there is no significant improvement of TLM, since
network issues such as packet loss and queueing delay are not captured in the simulations.
Therefore, we further examine the performance of TLM and DTLM in a real test platform,
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Figure 32: Comparison for varied balance parameter  (simulation with real object sizes)
Planetlab.
We further investigate the impact of the variance of object size in Figures 31 (a),
(b), and (c). Object sizes in this group of experiments are randomly selected from a normal
distribution N(1 GB, V a MB2), where V a varies from [0, 1000]. As observed in Figure
31 (c), when the standard deviation increases, latency cost by LM steadily increases. This
poses less impact on TLM and DTLM.
In addition, the impact of balance parameter  is presented in Figures 32 (a), (b)
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Table 12: Parameter Setting for Planetlab Experiments
Parameter Values
m Number of proxy servers,m = 10
ci  normal distribution N(0:25  jGB, 1GB2)
n Varies in the range of (100; 200; : : : ; 1000)
sj Size of real media files, range in [1.28MB 41.800GB]
pij  Zipf distribution Z(1; n)
 0.05
dij Real distances between Planetlab sites
i  normal distribution N(200 requests, 100 requests2)
and (c). As exhibited in Figures 32 (b) and (c), when  is set to 0, TLM and DTLM
are reduced to simply minimize latency while when  is approaching infinite, TLM and
DTLM will simply minimize traffic volume. However, the weighted total costs of TLM
and DTLM are always the least compared with BM and LM.
6.3.2 Experiments
In order to validate the efficiency and effectiveness under a more realistic environ-
ment, we also evaluate our algorithm on Planetlab testbed [90]. Furthermore, for realistic
purpose, we employ real object sizes instead of randomly assigning them as we do in the
simulation portion. Object sizes are obtained from a search engine by searching media
objects. As in simulations, the experiments are implemented with 1 origin server and 10
proxy servers, and the network topology is presented in Figure 33. The distance between
servers are derived from real RTT times between these 11 Planetlab sites. The other pa-
rameter settings, such as proxy servers’ storage ability, popularity and request number in
each area are the same with those in the simulations.
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Figure 33: Locations for the origin server and proxy servers: the mark in the circle indi-
cates the location for the origin server; and the remain sites are all proxy servers. Each
proxy server is connected to origin server and its cooperative proxy servers. Proxy servers
may pull objects from the origin server or a closer proxy server.
As in the evaluation with simulations, we have studied the total cost, the traffic
overhead, and the latency overhead of three algorithms in Figures 34 (a), (b) and (c), re-
spectively, as the number of objects increases from 100 to 1000. The balanced coefficient
 is set to 0.05 to enforce the traffic volume and latency work in the same order. We
summarize the parameters in experiments in Table 12.
As shown in Figure 34 (a), both TLM and DTLM outperform LM and BM algo-
rithms in the total cost that considers both traffic volume and latency. DTLM performs
a little worse than TLM, since it may not find the most proper replica location for ev-
ery object. Furthermore, as depicted in Figures 34 (b) and (c), we find that our TLM
and DTLM algorithms can find a good tradeoff between latency and traffic volume con-
sumption, which conforms to the observations we have made from the simulations. The
differences in the values of total cost, traffic, and latency consumption in simulation and
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Figure 35: Comparison for varied standard deviation of object sizes (Planetlab experi-
ments with synthetic object sizes)
experiments come from the object sizes and distance settings.
The impact of size variance is also examined on Planetlab as presented in Figures
35 (a), (b) and (c). The number of objects is 1000 as used in [65, 67, 74, 107], and the
storage limitation for each proxy server is 250 GB. The size of objects follows normal
distribution with mean 1 GB, and standard deviation varies from 0 to 1 GB2. As shown
in Figure 35 (c), as standard deviation varies, the latency consumed by the LM algorithm
increases, while the latency of the other three algorithms stays stable.
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Figure 36: Comparison for varied balance parameter  (Planetlab experiments with real
object sizes)
We further investigate the impact of balance parameter  in Figures 36 (a), (b)
and (c). As presented in Figures 36 (a), (b) and (c),  can be used to balance the impact
of latency and traffic volume requirements. Especially, TLM and DTLM can be reduced
to simply minimize latency or traffic volume by setting  to 0 or a very large value (e.g.
100), respectively.
6.4 Summary
We have studied the problem of content placements that determines which objects
should be pushed to which proxy servers and which should be pulled on demand for an
optimal content delivery over cloud storage. To the best of our knowledge, our work is
the first to consider both bandwidth usage in the network and latency for the optimization
of content delivery using cloud storage services. We have modeled and formulated this
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push-pull content delivery problem, and proved that it is NP-complete using the Knap-
sack problem. We have developed an approximation algorithm named Traffic-Latency-
Minimization (TLM) for our push-pull optimization problem. Theoretical analysis indi-
cates that the upper bound of the TLM algorithm is mn   12
P
j2OptSet fij comparing
that the optimal solution can achieve mn  
P
j2OptSet fij , where mn is the weighted
total cost for a simple pull strategy and fij denotes the saved cost by pushing object j to
proxy server i. The time complexity of our TLM algorithm is (mnlog(n)), while the
space complexity is O(mn). In our model, we have made system parameters such as the
storage capacity, the number of requests, object request probability, and object size to be
dynamic rather than constant. We have further implemented a distributed algorithm for
our TLM algorithm named DTLM and compared our TLM and DTLM algorithms with
other existing algorithms with simulations and experiments. We have also shown that
our approximation algorithm, both in a centralized and a distributed manners outperforms
them, reaching near the minimum cost of both latency and bandwidth.
Several related challenges need to be addressed before deploying into a real con-
tent distribution system. Relevant future work would include developing an accurate on-
the-fly estimation scheme for the demands, the methods for short and long-term optimal
cache dimensioning and placements, and content delivery based on different Service Lev-
el Agreements.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation focus on energy efficient resource allocation for virtual network
service in cloud data centers. New models are proposed and studied to minimize the
cost in resource allocation for virtual networks, virtual machines and cloud storage ser-
vices while persevering QoS requirements of network services. We consider practical
constraints and demands, such as time evolving workload of virtual services and avail-
able physical resources, practical DC topologies. In addition,green physical nodes that
enables sleep/awake mode are employed to improve energy efficiency in data centers.
For the energy efficient virtual network embedding, we plan possible future migra-
tion in advance, and minimize the total energy consumption including both operation cost
and potential future migration cost. An efficient and practical virtual network embedding
algorithm (TMAE-VNE) and an Ant Colony Optimization based memory efficiency al-
gorithm have been developed to determine the initial embedding and future migration for
a virtual networks considering its predictable demands. Extensive comparisons with ex-
isting VNE algorithms validated the improvements of the proposed algorithms in energy
saving and acceptance ratio under various scenarios.
In addition, container based virtual machine embedding and resource allocation
attracts more attentions as its light weight and efficiency. Driven by the advantages of
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container based VM, we proposed a novel framework to provision resources for virtu-
al network services utilizing container based VM. In our framework, we separated the
resource management and job execution for the network services into two kinds of con-
tainers named as pallet container and execution container. We further designed a cost
efficiency resource allocation model and corresponding algorithm to solve this problem.
Compared with static Hypervisor based VM placement, evaluations validated that con-
tainer based resource allocation improves the acceptance ratio and cost efficiency.
Finally, we studied content placement problem with the optimization goal to mini-
mize the bandwidth usage in the network and latency experienced by final users. We mod-
eled the push-pull content delivery problem and proved its hardness. Later an approximate
algorithm has been designed and developed with guaranteed bound. We implemented the
algorithm in a distributed manner as well as a centralized manner and compared them
with existing algorithms through simulations and experiments on planetlab.
Resource allocation is one of the most essential problem in cloud computing. As
the development of cloud computing and the advent of new techniques, such as the uti-
lization of fiber optic in data centers, multi-regional electricity markets, edge cloud and
mobile cloud, new challenges and new opportunities would be brought to resource alloca-
tion problem. These new scenarios will be further explored and taken into consideration
in the future.
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